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ABSTRACT

Autonomous mobile robots will play an important role in human society in the near

future. In particular, many autonomous mobile robots will perform long-term tasks

in the same environments that humans reside, sometimes even interacting with

people face-to-face. Examples of such robots include self-driving cars, domestic

service robots, autonomous couriers, and robotic tour guides. Robots that perform

these missions must plan based on accurate, robust information about the local

dynamic state of the nearby pedestrians; this work explores the means of attaining

dynamic scene information on person-scale mobile robots.

From a multi-object tracking perspective, varying environment backgrounds,

sensor noise, false detections (clutter), occlusion, and imperfect measurement ex-

traction make inferring information about the dynamic scene difficult. Pedestrians

also have certain quirks that pose additional challenges as trackable objects - they

walk in groups, have difficult-to-predict motion, and vary in appearance (such as

differing clothes and height).

In this work, a suite of five different tracking “architectures” are developed and

compared, leveraging sensor data from a 2D lidar sensor and an array of cameras

with non-overlapping fields of view. In each architecture, the multi-sensor data are

fused in a recursive Bayesian multi-object tracker, with certain differences in mod-

eling representation and measurement pre-processing. These tracking algorithms

are evaluated quantitatively in a set of real-world experiments, and the overall

tracking performance of each architecture is evaluated with a set of rigorous multi-

object metric scores. It is found that the high recall rate of the lidar detection

complements the higher-precision but lower-recall visual detection, and that some



simple pre-processing steps are of benefit in high-clutter scenarios.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Autonomous mobile robots are robots which navigate the world in order to perform

some kind of task. Self-driving cars are an example of autonomous mobile robots

whose goal is to carry passengers from one destination to another, safely and

efficiently. Other autonomous mobile robots are used to inspect oil pipelines,

monitor ocean currents, or explore other planets. Autonomous mobile robots of

the future might deliver packages, care for the disabled, construct buildings, or

give guided tours. The kind of robot application of interest in this thesis is of the

pedestrian-scale sort: robots which operate in close proximity to people, robots

which perceive and interact with humans in an unstructured environment, such as

a busy urban walkway or building interior. Such a robot might be tasked with,

say, greeting new visitors to an art museum. In order to accomplish this mission,

the robot must first be able to perceive nearby pedestrians.

Movement is an important part of human life. A person will walk to class, run

to home base, or jump for joy. Autonomous mobile robots operating in pedes-

trian environments must have at least some understanding of human motion -

the relative spacing and relative speed of nearby humans not only informs basic

motion planning, but also social concepts like familiarity, confidence, affordance,

leadership, and comfort. The ideal pedestrian-scale mobile robot should be able

to recognize and understand these concepts. But before this ideal, a key question

arises: how can a mobile robot detect the underlying dynamical state of these

nearby people?

The typical pedestrian environment is unstructured. People walking down an

urban sidewalk do not follow lanes with specific rules of interaction in the ways that
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cars on the road do - there are few hard “traffic laws,” but possibly soft constraints

such as collision avoidance and social spacing. Other pedestrian environments have

even less structure, such as large parties or museums open to visitors. For an

autonomous mobile robot, planning in unstructured environments requires robust,

accurate estimates of local objects (the nearby pedestrians); erroneous information

such as false tracks and missed detections are detrimental, and should be minimized

if possible.

As a mobile platform, the hypothetical art museum greeting robot must also

account for its own motion as it operates and perceives. Additionally, the greeting

robot must rely on it’s on-board sensors to detect the nearby pedestrians, which

is non-trivial. Varying environmental backgrounds, sensor noise, clutter, occlu-

sion, and lossy measurement extraction all play a role in dividing the environment

into that which is known, and that which can only be inferred. As dynamic ob-

jects, humans also have certain quirks that differentiate them from other kinds of

trackable objects such as insects or airplanes - pedestrians walk in groups, have

difficult-to-predict motion, and vary in appearance. All of these nuances must be

handled in an efficient manner; the autonomous mobile robot needs (soft)real-time

perception, or it cannot react to changing conditions on the fly.

The dollar cost, weight, and power requirements of different quality of sensors

are also practical considerations. For a pedestrian-scale robot, low-cost, but useful

sensors are desired. It is possible to mitigate the drawbacks of one sensor by

incorporating information from another; often the best bet for tracking multiple

objects is to incorporate multiple kinds of different sensors. In this application,

2D lidar sensors and monocular cameras can serve well, at a very reasonable price

point and power requirement. For the purposes of detecting & tracking nearby

2



people, a key question is: what is the best “bang for the buck” that these sensors

can provide? Further, how do different modeling and data processing assumptions

of these sensors affect the tracking performance at the “end of the pipeline?” These

questions are explored in this thesis.

First, an overview of the literature regarding pedestrian detection & tracking

in vision, lidar, and multisensor domains, as well as general multi-object tracking,

is provided in Chapter 2. Next, dynamic motion prediction and ego motion consid-

erations are examined in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, the sub-problem of extracting

measurements of pedestrians from monocular camera and lidar sensors is provided.

The chapter following, Chapter 5, extends the discussion to the domain of general

multi-object tracking via the Multiple Hypothesis formulation, and reviews rele-

vant evaluation metrics for multi-object tracking. Chapter 6 returns to the specific

sensing modalities of interest and develops a suite of five different tracking algo-

rithms which isolate the influence of each sensor, as well as certain under-analyzed

fusion rules from the literature. These tracking algorithms are evaluated quanti-

tatively in a set of real-world tests in Chapter 7, and details of their performance

are analyzed. Finally, the thesis closes in Chapter 8 with discussion and presents

possible future research directions that build upon insights uncovered in the course

of this research.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Visual detection and tracking

The very earliest research mobile robots incorporated cameras. Shakey the robot

[1] used a TV camera as a primary sensor, in addition to an optical range finder and

touch sensors. This early robot used its camera to detect objects to manipulate,

doorways, and light switches; it used simple connected components and geometric

routines which were not state of the art at the time, but served well in the highly

structured environment. Indeed, machine vision processing and scene analysis has

been a part of mobile robotics research from the very beginning.

Visual object detection has a long and rich history in the literature, driven

largely by the enormous breadth of applications enhanced by or relying upon de-

tecting particular objects from images or video streams. Of these applications, the

detection and tracking of persons has received much attention in particular. Vi-

sually detecting and tracking humans is commonly studied from the perspectives

of video surveillance [2], detection of faces [3], and automotive safety [4], among

others. For brevity, this section presents the works of major import in the field;

the reader is referred to additional examples and survey papers.

2.1.1 Monocular visual object detection

Research on detecting of an arbitrary number of humans within a static image has

a long history, coinciding strongly with the field of general visual object detec-
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tion. Visual object detection is a highly populated field with regular contests, e.g.

Pascal Visual Object Classes challenge and ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recogni-

tion Challenge; and regular showings in prestigious conferences such as the British

Machine Vision Conference, IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern

Recognition, IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision, European Con-

ference on Computer Vision, and IEEE Intelligent Vehicles Symposium (though

the latter is usually car or pedestrian focused).

The first major shift in practical human detection in unstructured images came

with the effort to detect faces, Viola & Jones [3]. In that work, they apply a

boosted classification framework using Haar-like features to detect faces at 15

Hz. The approach used integral images to greatly speed up the computation of

the image features, and boosting enabled extraction of the most important such

features and allowed early truncation of poor candidates in the detection process.

While presented in the context of face detection, it was straightforward to apply

to pedestrian detection [5].

The next major improvements to come were Histograms of Oriented Gradients

(HOG), [6], and Deformable Parts Models [7]. The former presents a highly de-

scriptive and rapid to compute feature, the HOG features, paired with a straight-

forward Support Vector Machine (SVM) and sliding window framework; it was

the first detector considered to provide acceptable detection rates while running

in real time. The latter built upon the former, leveraging HOG descriptors to de-

tect individual body parts, which were combined in a voting scheme to detect the

pedestrian. This detection scheme generalized very well to other types of objects

whose components can vary with respect to others, such as cars from different

orientations, or animals in mid-stride. This flexibility did come at a moderate cost
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of additional computation, though continuing research of course is investigating

avenues of optimizing the evaluation. Another work of note is the Implicit Shape

Model framework [8], wherein a combination of global and local cues are used in a

probabilistic segmentation scheme for the image, leading to improved detection of

pedestrians who are partially occluded and avoiding the need to examine specific

regions of interest. Other notable recent works include [9] and [10].

More recently, the advent of Convolutional Neural Networks has lead to huge

gains in terms of raw detection performance. Convolutional neural networks (also

referred to as CNNs or ConvNets) are a deep learning framework where the first

few layers are highly connected, thus local aspects such as gradients and textures

are represented as shared weights and pooling. It is analogous to certain portions

of biological structures in primates. CNNs were first presented in [11], and used to

impressive effect in [12]. Further improvements in the multi-scale sliding window

aspect are presented in [13] and [14]. The current drawbacks to CNN are the limited

size of publicly available training data, and the execution time (easily taking over

a second on 640x480 images). The latter necessitates using general-purpose GPUs

to achieve real-time performance.

2.1.2 Stereo/RGBD visual object detection

Research in visual pedestrian detection in stereo and RGBD data (depth cameras

like the Microsoft Kinect, Asus Xtion, or Intel Realsense) has had comparable

attention in recent years, especially in the autonomous driving and robotics com-

munities. Here, there are fewer dramatic shifts in capability as there have been

in visual object detection. The two methodologies are similar in that a dense set

of colored 3D points is produced, but the error rate is higher in the stereo case.
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RGBD data is classically used for pose estimation of people in indoor settings,

e.g. [15], [16], [17]. RGBD cameras typically cannot operate outside due to direct

sunlight, a limitation not shared by stereo camera setups; this may limitation might

disappear in the near future with advancements in time-of-flight technology.

A common approach is to use the stereo information to extract regions of inter-

est, that are then checked with a suitable monocular or stereo detector. Ref. [18]

uses a Bayesian discriminative quadratic classifier based on a logistic regression

model over 3D shape features. Refs. [19] and [20] use dense stereo scene infor-

mation, ego-motion estimation, and 3D features to detect and track pedestrians

in a city environment, though [19] uses only 2D HOG information in the actual

detection portion. Ref. [21] extends HOG descriptors to use depth information (in

an RGBD camera context), to great effect. Ref. [22] introduces new stereo features

and incorporates many individual classifiers over depth, motion, and appearance

in a stereo context. Ref. [23] incorporates many stereo and 2D features to mitigate

partial occlusions among pedestrians.

For further detail on the state of visual object detection, [24], [4], [25], [26], [27],

and [28] are good resources surveying the field for monocular detection.

2.2 Lidar pedestrian detection and tracking

A surprisingly limited amount of research to date has focused solely on detecting

humans in lidar. Commonly used in mobile robot applications, (especially au-

tonomous driving), lidar can detect pedestrians as a sub-task in the algorithm for

detecting any and all moving objects, such as animals, cars, or other vehicles. In

such cases, an effective approach is to cascade a multiclass classifier with some
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other kind of motion detection, such as scan differencing or background subtrac-

tion with occupancy grids. In this scenario, usually misclassifications or tracking

a high number of stationary non-human objects is tolerable, or even desirable.

Additionally, the low precision of simple lidar object detectors can often be offset

by incorporating other kinds of sensor, such as cameras.

Conversely, smaller mobile robots with lidar sensors might operate in more

structured environment, where non-pedestrian moving objects are rare; in these

cases the bare motion detection is sufficient as the pedestrian detector. Examples

of this kind of application include stationary surveillance of pedestrian walkways

and robots in indoor office settings.

Some examples of pedestrian tracking using simple detection schemes are the

pioneering works [29] and [30]. Emphasis in these refs is on practical methods for

distinguishing pedestrians from the environment, and robust data association.

Regardless, there are particular works that focus on specifically detecting pedes-

trians from individual lidar scans:

• Ref. [31] uses boosting to train a classifier to detect leg clusters in lidar scans,

based on a set of 14 quick-to-compute geometric features.

• Ref. [32] presents an unsupervised learning procedure that discovers specific

classes of moving objects by cyclic lidar appearance - pedestrians, skaters,

pedestrians with luggage, and cyclists. Many dense scans are required for

high quality models.

• Ref. [33] presents a person detector that takes input from 2D lidars stacked

in a vertical configuration, and leverages intensity data to avoid issues when

under-segmentation joins a person’s cluster with another person or part of
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the background.

• Ref. [34] presents a pedestrian detection scheme using multiple stacked lidar

sensors and boosting, leveraging the general framework and features from

[31].

• Ref. [35] couples (unsupervised) refinement the pedestrian detector with im-

proved tracking in 3D lidar data (a Velodyne sensor).

• Ref. [36] presents unsupervised learning of object detectors in 3D lidar, ex-

tracting generative class models rather than discriminative.

• Ref. [37] examines the detection of pedestrians with mobility-assisting de-

vices. Using similar features and approach to [31], the authors use covari-

ance intersection to merge redundant detections, similar to non-maximum

suppression in visual object detection.

Ref. [31] was the beginning of a recent string of high quality lidar-based pedes-

trian tracking and classification research, in particular [38], [32], [39], [40], and [41].

Each were examinations and refinements of specific parts of the pedestrian multi-

target tracking problem - the data association priors, distinguishing pedestrians

from other objects, pedestrians walking in groups, etc.

2.3 Multi-sensor pedestrian detection and tracking

Perception requirements for autonomous driving require very reliable detection,

and thus most autonomous cars use multiple sensors to ensure wide coverage and

high recall rates. Fortunately, autonomous cars are capable of carrying many

sensors and lots of computation.
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Ref. [42] is an example of one such tracking system, where a detection/tracking

system for all nearby dynamic objects (including pedestrians) is developed by

fusing 2-D lidar, multi-plane lidar, automotive radar, and camera measurements.

Ref. [43] also detects pedestrians (using 3D lidar and a monocular camera), but

uses a simple alpha-beta tracker to track each pedestrian. Ref. [44] also uses 3D

lidar and a mono camera, but instead in the scene parsing context: densely labeling

the presence of pedestrians (and eight other object/surface categories) in each pixel

of an image of the nearby environment.

The approach described in [45] uses 2-D lidar and stereo cameras to perform

pedestrian detection and tracking in the context of advanced driver-assistance sys-

tems. In [46], panoramic cameras and automotive radar are used to detect and

track humans in the blind spot of a large truck. [47] presents an algorithm that

performs pedestrian detection, tracking, and classification with a 2-D lidar and

boosted visual features.

In [48] a “centralized” detector is trained on a suite of classifiers which takes

the concatenation of the lidar and visual features as the input. An alternative

“decentralized” detector trains the lidar and visual classifier suites separately, fus-

ing them with a minimum redundancy, maximum relevance decision rule. Ref. [49]

uses a 2D lidar sensor, mono camera, and detailed prior information via a semantic

map to detect pedestrians; fusion of the separate sensor for detection is achieved

via a maximum a posteriori estimator.

Ref. [50], similar to [32], presents an unsupervised learning approach to classes

of moving objects, finding “stamps” through a multi-instance learning framework.

The approach uses both vision and multi-layer lidar, each producing a different

stamp representation. The lidar stamp similarity and visual stamped similarity
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is aggregated into a single score with a weighted combination of the individual

similarities, for learning and tracking purposes. In [51], advanced classifiers based

on shape in mono cameras and 2D lidar were fused in a simple tracking scheme

for arbitrary objects of differing class.

2.4 Multiple Target Tracking

The question of data association arises when tracking multiple targets at once. In

it’s simplest form, the Data Association (DA) problem is the ambiguity that arises

when multiple objects produce (noisy) measurements at the same time, but it is

not known which measurements originate from which prior known objects. Fusing

the incorrect measurement of an object biases the estimation of its state, possibly

leading to estimator inconsistency. Data association also can reflect additional

multi-target tracking phenomena which make maintaining consistent, unbiased

estimates difficult, including:

• New objects can appear in the scene and produce measurements

• The measurement extraction fails to detect an object

• Objects can be temporarily occluded

• Irrelevant “clutter” measurements could be produced

• Objects can leave the scene

Addressing all of these phenomena in a DA context can be considered formally

as also estimating the number of objects (cardinality of the objects set), in addi-

tion to estimating their dynamical states. Approaches to data association can be
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heuristic, maximum likelihood, partially/fully Bayesian, optimization-based, or a

mixture of each. More robust DA methods tend to scale poorly in computational

cost with the number of objects to track; commonly, the consequences of biased ob-

ject estimates or ignored objects are dire enough that the additional computational

burden is justified. Conversely, it is commonly possible to incorporate heuristics

that preclude more complicated DA methods, but serve well in that particular

environment.

The remainder of this section briefly reviews the field of multiple-target track-

ing; more detail can be found in texts such as [52] and [53].

2.4.1 Nearest-neighbor tracking

Nearest-neighbor data association (NNDA) is the simplest and least computation-

ally demanding family of approaches. The idea behind these approach is to greedily

assign measurements to prior known tracks at each timestep, either in a per-object

sense (each object’s assignment is considered without regard to the assignments

to the other objects) or in a global sense (where the overall cost of assignment

for all of the objects is considered). The former is suboptimal with respect to the

latter, leading either to double-counting measurement information (one measure-

ment to multiple tracks, per-object assignment “with replacement”) or arbitrary

execution order leading to suboptimal assignments (one assignment per track, per-

object assignment “without replacement”). The latter is sometimes referred to as

Global Nearest-Neighbor data association(GNNDA) (for example, [54]). The GNN

formulation can usually be transformed into a linear assignment problem, where

cost to be minimized, the measurement-to-object assignment, is some inversion of

measurement likelihood, such as the negative log of the innovation likelihood. Be-
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cause (G)NNDA is very intuitive, and straightforward to implement, it is difficult

to pinpoint where the first implementation of nearest-neighbor data association

is in the history of multi-target tracking. It is most likely that nearest-neighbor

data association was first implemented in the earliest radar or sonar systems which

would automatically track multiple targets.

The NNDA and GNNDA algorithms tend to only work well in cases where data

association is strongly unambiguous: high SNR environments where the tracked

objects are not in close proximity (if the measurements are some sort of indication

of position). In these cases, track initialization, track deletion, occlusion events,

clutter rejection, and dropped measurements are often easily handled with simple

heuristic methods: validation gating, χ2 hypothesis tests, time-outs, delayed ini-

tialization, etc. Nearest-neighbor data association of both kinds typically scales

linearly or polynomially with the number of objects and measurements, and is the

most efficient form of data association. Note that GNNDA is optimal in the sense

that the measurement assignment at each timestep is optimal amongst all tracks

and measurements at that timestep, but not amongst the entire measurement

history.

2.4.2 (Joint) Probabilistic Data Association

Probabilistic Data Association [55] is a DA approach which explicitly models and

rejects clutter/missed detections. For a single object, every potential measure-

ment fusion (and the missed detection event) is computed, and then they are all

marginalized into the state posterior pdf. Validation gating is used to exclude

particularly unlikely measurements. The data association uncertainty is “baked

in” to the state posterior distribution (extent of the covariance).
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Clutter measurements are assumed to be uniformly distributed in the validation

gate volume, and the total number per timestep is diffuse, e.g. any amount of

clutter measurements (and one of them is true) is equally likely when compared

against that amount of clutter measurements and none of them are true. This is

an improper prior distribution, but because of the conditioning, the fusion and

posterior are still proper. Standard linearity/Gaussian assumptions apply, and

linearizing approximation in an EKF manner is straightforward.

The clutter rejection approach of PDA was extended to multiple objects in [56]

and [57], Joint Probabilistic Data Association (JPDA). Here, the clutter is Poisson

distributed in number. Similar to PDA, the fusion and non-detection events are

explicitly computed and marginalized out in the track posteriors; the validation

gate is the union of the validation gates of any closely-spaced objects (referred

to as a cluster). They key difference is that joint measurement events must be

considered among the tracks in a cluster, somewhat increasing the combinatorics

but not overly so.

In the original presentation of PDA and JPDA, declaring new tracks and delet-

ing old tracks relies on heuristic decision rules. Time complexity scales very rea-

sonably with the number of objects and clutter measurements, linearly in the case

of PDA and polynomially for JPDA.

A large body of research effort has built upon the innovations of (J)PDA; one

particular line, Integrated PDA [58] and Joint Integrated PDA [59], estimates the

probability that each object truly exists. This enables a more informed decision

process for terminating tracks whose evidence for existence is low. Additionally, the

authors point out a way to estimate the clutter density online (Poisson distributed

in number, uniformly distributed in the validation gate), relaxing the need to
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specify the clutter density parameter in advance.

2.4.3 Multiple Hypothesis Tracking

In the Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) family of DA, the possible measure-

ment assignments are enumerated and ranked by likelihood. The likelihood of

hypotheses in MHT fully reflect new track manifestation and track deletion, in ad-

dition to clutter and non-detection, thus providing a rigorous stochastic description

of the entire multi-target tracking scenario. The drawback to this descriptiveness

comes principally from the enormous amount of permutations of tracking events,

necessitating carefully designed approaches to solve for and store these hypotheses.

Measurement-based Multiple Hypothesis Tracking was first presented in [60].

Hypotheses in Measurement-oriented MHT (MO-MHT) each reflect a history of

globally consistent DAs for every measurement and every tracked object. Exam-

ined globally, it is easy to enforce beneficial constraints to the DA problem, such as

allowing only one measurement per object, and disallowing multiple objects in the

same hypothesis to fuse the same measurement. As a consequence, the amount of

possible global hypotheses grows exponentially over time. The MO-MHT was made

practical in [61], leveraging an earlier article regarding computing multiple solu-

tions to a Linear Assignment Problem [62]. Further optimization to finding global

hypotheses was presented in [63], which avoided redundant computation amongst

global hypotheses that share similar tracks and measurement assignments. One

advantage of MO-MHT is that GNN data association is evaluated exactly by find-

ing only single most likely global hypothesis at each timestep, and that consistency

of each track in each global hypothesis is guaranteed by design.
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The related Track-oriented MHT (TO-MHT) framework (discussed in [52]) in-

stead finds per-object hypotheses. These per-object hypotheses are then reconciled

into global hypotheses through constrained optimization. Principal constraints in-

clude phenomenon such as disallowing multiple measurements of one object in a

single timestep, and disallowing multiple objects to fuse the same measurement.

This optimization is NP-hard, so much research effort has been dedicated to sub-

optimal approaches; notably, [64] and [65]. Currently it is unclear how the subop-

timality of such approaches is of consequence in practical tracking scenarios.

The MO-MHT is expanded upon in detail in Section 5.1. A somewhat dated

but very readable overview of MHT can be found in [66].

2.4.4 Particle-based data association

The data association likelihood functions in MHT suggest a Monte Carlo approach

can be taken to DA. Certain notable works such as [67] and [68] do just that, finding

a sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) approximation to the posterior track set. Such

approaches can accommodate non-Gaussian track posterior pdfs, but the particle

representation necessitates a large number of particles for accurate representation.

Ref. [69] found that Rao-Blackwellization of the posterior distribution in-

creased the accuracy and reduced the computational burden of SMC DA. Rao-

Blackwellization in this context is accomplished by modeling the object state pos-

teriors as continuous Gaussian distributed, rather than as collections of particles;

the only particles necessary are the data association distribution itself. The gen-

eral term for this approach is Rao-Blackwellized Monte Carlo Data Association

(RBMCDA), though occasionally in the tracking literature it is referred to as sim-
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ply Rao-Blackwellized Particle Filtering (RBPF). Ref. [70] extends this concept to

tracking an unknown number of objects, providing a complete MTT solution com-

parable in descriptiveness to MHT. Key to this extension is an accumulating-order

Markov Chain model that encodes track-track dependency among the multiple

tracks in a single timestep, i.e. enforcing the “one measurement per track” as-

sumption while sampling. RBMCDA has proved a very popular MTT method for

high track count contexts, such as [42], which presents a multi-sensor perception

solution for autonomous driving.

Another work of note is [71], which derives a Markov Chain Monte Carlo sam-

pling method for drawing samples from the DA distribution, MCMCDA. Similarly

to RBMCDA, the individual object states are modeled as continuous Gaussian

distributions. The work shows that MCMCDA can be very easily used over a

multi-frame assignment context in addition to the recursive single-frame context

of RBMCDA. MCMCDA has been used to great effect in works like [72], which

tracks pedestrians from monocular video sequences.

The distinction between RBMCDA and MCMCDA is subtle. RBMCDA is

a Sequential Importance Resampling based approach, whereas MCMCDA is an

MCMC approach, requiring considerations such as which sampling algorithm to

use (e.g. Metropolis-Hastings or Gibbs Sampling) and a burn-in period. RBMCDA

as currently developed only considers one timestep of data at a time, whereas

MCMCDA can consider multiple timesteps. Both are approximations to the full

Bayesian MTT posterior, and both handle all tracking events as described by MHT.
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2.4.5 Optimization-based methods

Loosely speaking, certain DA approaches eschew traditional recursive Bayesian/-

Maximum Likelihood methods in favor of formulations involving advanced search

or cost optimization, usually over multiple timesteps or a high amount of object-

s/measurements. TO-MHT methods such as [64], [65], and [73] fall into this cate-

gory. Addressing data association as a cost minimization problem also allows the

designer to incorporate additional data processing, such as identifying objects by

appearance [74], accommodating multiple measurements of the same object [75],

and revising the base object detector online [76].

Ref. [77] gives an interesting unified formulation of TO-MHT, multi-frame op-

timization based data association, and other multi-target tracking extensions such

as tracking of groups and track merging.

2.4.6 Probability Hypothesis Density tracking

Recently, a rigorous approximation of the first moments of the fully Bayesian rep-

resentation of the multi-target tracking problem was presented in [78]. Dubbed

Probability Hypothesis Density (PHD) filtering, the approach encodes a full prob-

ability distribution over the number of tracked objects, depending on their pres-

ence in part of the joint state space, based on the principles of Finite Set Statis-

tics. While rigorously sound, the PHD recursion suffers from many drawbacks

precluding practical implementation, which are addressed by later follow-ups and

extensions. These include:

• Ref. [79] augments the representation with an informed method to label
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individual tracks from the Probability Hypothesis Density.

• Ref. [80] is the first to find a closed-form approximation to the PHD recursion,

by using a mixture of Gaussians representation.

• As PHD filtering only approximates the first moment of the number of ob-

jects, higher numbers of objects cause the estimate of the object count to

fluctuate more, due to the higher variance of the object count distribution.

The Cardinalized PHD filter ( [81], [82], and [83]) reduces this variance by

generalizing the PHD filter, where the distribution on the number of clutter

measurements can be any arbitrary model.

The related (Cardinality-balanced) Multi-Bernoulli filter ( [84], [85], and [86])

is also based on random finite sets, but instead of propagating moments and distri-

butions over cardinality, it infers the parameters of a multi-Bernoulli distribution

approximating the posterior multi-track density.

The PHD filter and related methods remain under active development. Despite

the statistical completeness provided by random finite sets, approximations (of the

mixture of Gaussians or Sequential Monte Carlo variety) are necessary, as no closed

form solution of the full Bayesian model exists. Despite the high computational

cost, the PHD and Multi-Bernoulli filters remain a compelling option for low signal-

to-noise ratio/high clutter multi-target tracking scenarios.
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CHAPTER 3

DYNAMICS

3.1 Pedestrian Dynamics

Human motion is notoriously difficult to predict accurately - individual people have

differing gaits, pedestrians can be distracted while moving, and they can change

destination abruptly. Additionally, for implementation in a multi-object tracker,

simpler models which are quick to compute are preferable. In light of this, the

dynamics of a local pedestrian are modeled with a second-order polynomial model

of a moving particle - a constant velocity particle subject to continuous white

noise acceleration (CWNA model in [87]). It is assumed that the ego robot and

pedestrians are moving on a flat 2D plane, and any vertical motion of either is

negligible. This moving particle model is very general, and quick to compute the

propagated state. The choice of CWNA over, say, a direct discrete model with

acceleration as piecewise-continuous over timesteps is motivated by the fact that

∆t can vary when asynchronously fusing multiple sensors. The practical differences

are small, but the process noise model generalizes more readily when timesteps are

not strictly identical in length.

The pedestrian moves in two dimensions, in a reference frame local to the

robot, where the tracked velocity states [ẋ, ẏ]T are defined as inertial “ground

speed” aligned with the local frame, similar to [42]. The local frame of reference

considerations are expanded upon in Section 3.2. In the continuous case, the
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velocities are integrated white noise. The continuous equations of motions are

d

dt
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Where q̃ has units of [length]2/[time]3. A process noise intensity of q̃ = 0.95 m2/s3

encompasses the changes in motion that can occur when pedestrians halt, start

walking from rest, or change direction in a hurry, but would be too small to rep-

resent more abrupt motions like sprinting.

3.2 Mobile Robot Motion

The movement of the robot relative to the environment induces special kinematic

effects which must be addressed for accurate prediction. Since the state is defined

locally, this can be computed based on the location of the “ego” robot at each

timestep, and simple frame of reference manipulations.

Mobile robot localization is a very involved topic in itself. If the state of the

robot is not known, but inferred through a quantified belief, (i.e. a fused posterior

probability distribution over the state), then the uncertainty of the belief of the

robot’s state necessarily couples with the estimate of the tracked pedestrians. In

particular, the measurement models are typically as defined conditioned on the

robot pose. The joint distribution of the ego robot and pedestrians have an in-

duced dependency between each pedestrian state, as all pedestrian measurements

are conditioning on the same noisy dynamical process of the ego robot. In the

analogous simultaneous localization & mapping (SLAM) problem, the perceived

objects are usually stationary landmarks; the induced correlation is necessary and

helpful in that loop closure updates propagate through the map via these corre-

lations. (Some exceptions to the stationary features formulation exist, such as in

orbital rendezvous SLAM). In multi-target tracking, however, it is desired that

this correlation be “small enough,” or negligible [42]; beyond the clear sparsity
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implications for updates of the pedestrians, almost all DA approaches rely on the

mutual conditional independence of the tracks for tractably computing overall data

association likelihoods and constraints.

The difference in the ego robot pose at successive measurements must be in-

corporated to avoid introducing bias to the predicted state (and predicted mea-

surement) of each local object. For the positional portion of the tracked state,

two choices are possible: to track the state relative to a globally affixed frame

of reference (FOR), or to re-define the frame of reference as the robot moves, i.e.

“local” tracking. If tracking the local objects in a global frame of reference, the un-

certainty of the ego pose estimate affects the predicted measurements. If tracking

locally, the ego pose uncertainty affects the local object state prediction over each

timestep. The local frame of reference formulation is illustrated as a Bayes network

in Figure 3.1, with differently colored links for each conditioning distribution as

appropriate. As illustrated, the state of the tracked object is transformed into the

local frame of reference defined at time k + 1, and then dynamic propagation is

applied. The measurements are then drawn.

Some term definitions and useful assumptions are in order. In this thesis,

the local frame of reference is chosen for position. The dynamical model defined

in Section 3.1 is used; specifically, the velocity component of pedestrian state

is defined relative to the global frame of reference derivative, i.e. the “ground

speed” [42]. Additionally, the robot pose at each timestep is assumed known,

though an extension to using the estimated ego robot position is described. The

local tracking formulation provides the conveniences of decoupling the ego pose

calculation from the pedestrian tracker, permitting drop-in-replacement of the pose

provider algorithm, or even a change of robot platform without much modification.
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Ego Robot Dynamics

Ego Robot Measurement

Frame of Reference

Track Dynamics

Track Measurement 
(Data Association)

Figure 3.1: Multi-target tracking on a mobile robot formulated as a Bayes network:
y(k) is the state of the ego robot at time k, xyk(k) is the track state in the yk local
frame of reference at time k, z(k) is a measurement of an object, A(k + 1) is the
data association, uy(k) is an input to the robot mechatronics, and zy(k + 1) is a
measurement of the ego robot. There are tk+1 prior known tracks and mk+1 current
measurements.

An expression for propagating the pedestrian state under these assumptions is

now derived. For illustration, a modified Bayes net is shown in Figure 3.2: the ego

robot position is known, there is only one pedestrian, no pedestrian measurements

occur. Additionally, certain terms are re-defined in order to facilitate clear nota-

tion, as summarized in Figure 3.2. (The kinematic notation should be familiar to

those who have read [88]).

An overhead view of the motion of the ego robot and single pedestrian is shown

in the upper right of Figure 3.2. A position vector as measured from point α to

β, for example, is given as rβ/α; expressed as a column matrix, with coordinate

set γ, the vector is written as [rβ/α]γ. All coordinate sets in this section are

Euclidean coordinates as measured from a particular reference frame: G, a, or b.

Ωa/G represents the relative orientation of reference frame a from G. The reference
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Frame of Reference

Track Dynamics

Ego Robot Dynamics

G

a
b

p

q

Variable Bayes net kinematic

Ego robot pose at time k y(k)

[
[ra/G]G
Ωa/G

]
Ego robot pose at time k + 1 y(k + 1)

[
[rb/G]G
Ωb/G

]
Pedestrian state (time k; yk FOR) xyk(k)

[
[rp/a]a

[Gvp/a]a

]
Pedestrian state (time k; yk+1 FOR) xyk+1

(k)

[
[rp/b]b

[Gvp/b]b

]
Pedestrian state (time k + 1; yk+1 FOR) xyk+1

(k + 1)

[
[rq/b]b

[Gvq/b]b

]
Figure 3.2: Top left: Reduced Bayes network for illustration of propagating a
single track. Top right: An overhead view of the ego robot/pedestrian motion
over a single timestep. The ego robot is at pose a, and moves to pose b. The
pedestrian moves from p to q at the same time. The robot pose is known relative
to a global frame of reference G. Bottom: Notation differences from the Bayes
network to the kinematics development. The pedestrian state is also in a different
order from Section 3.1.

frames are all stationary; the time derivatives correspondingly are “ground speed.”

The pedestrian’s tracked state is a point in 2-D Euclidean space, with the first

derivatives in the same frame. Each new timestep, the ego robot’s pose at that time

is used to create another stationary reference frame, and the frame transformation

of the state is computed.

Position component: At each timestep, [ra/G]G, Ωa/G, [rb/G]G, Ωb/G, and [rp/a]a

are known from the previous timestep and the ego robot pose computation; the

first task is to compute [rp/b]b.
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In general, [rp/a]a and [rp/b]b can be related through their connection to the

global reference frame, [rp/G]G:

[rp/G]G = GCa[rp/a]a + [ra/G]G = GCb[rp/b]b + [rb/G]G (3.9)

where GCa is the standard direction cosine matrix created from Ωa/G; in this 2-D

setting,

GCa =

cos Ωa/G − sin Ωa/G

sin Ωa/G cos Ωa/G

 (3.10)

aCG = (GCa)−1 = (GCa)T (3.11)

After some algebraic manipulation, the desired expression is found:

[rp/b]b = bCGGCa[rp/a]a + bCG([ra/G]G − [rb/G]G) (3.12)

Velocity component: [Gvp/a]a and [Gvp/b]b are related in similar fashion, though

in this case there are no relative velocity offsets. The ego robot can have non-

zero velocity at any time, but only the position and orientation is material to the

transformation (as a result of the “ground speed” assumption earlier).

[Gvp/b]b = bCGGCa[Gvp/a]a (3.13)

Combined transformation: Now that [rp/b]b and [Gvp/b]b have been found, it is

possible to compute [rq/b]b and [Gvq/b]b by applying the motion model from Section

3.1. The frame of reference transformation for the pedestrian state (before time

propagation of the state) can be summarized as the following:
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 [rp/b]b

[Gvp/b]b

 =

bCGGCa 0

0 bCGGCa


 [rp/a]a

[Gvp/a]a

+ bCG([ra/G]G − [rb/G]G)

1

0


(3.14)

If the state is modeled as Normally distributed, and the robot poses are known

at both timesteps (or a highly reliable estimate is available), then Equation 3.14 is

an affine transformation, and the transformed state is also Gaussian. If the robot

poses are moderately uncertain marginalized estimates, then the transformation

becomes nonlinear in Ωa/G and Ωb/G, and a linear approximation such as a Taylor

Expansion or the Unscented Transform [89] is required. If the robot inputs, motion

model, and ego robot measurements are available, then the robot and pedestrian

dynamics can be jointly integrated over the timestep with an appropriate method

(see [42] for one such method).
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CHAPTER 4

SINGLE-OBJECT TRACKING

4.1 Detecting Pedestrians in Lidar

4.1.1 Segmentation and clustering

Generally speaking, MTTs intended to run online fusing lidar data work with

groups of points, rather than individual points separately. In 3D lidar especially,

the number of points is large, and the data association takes more time to complete.

Lidar clustering and segmentation refers to the process of dividing a lidar scan

into separate groups, which are then processed further to extract the “interesting”

clusters, and finally turned into object or feature measurements.

The most basic form of lidar clustering is to divide points by proximity. This is

similar to the “Connected Components” operation in binary images. The distance-

threshold lidar clustering algorithm finds groups of points, such that each member

of that group is no more than Thresh away from the closest point in that cluster.

An (unoptimized) version of this algorithm is given in the following C# code:

1 void SegmentLidar ( LidarPoint [ ] pts , double th r e sho ld )

2 {

3 int N = pts . Length ;

4 int [ ] i dxe s = new int [N ] ; // f o r each po in t in pts , the ID of the

c l u s t e r i t b e l ong s to

5 for ( int q = 0 ; q < N; ++q)

6 {

7 idxe s [ q ] = −1;

8 }
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9

10 double [ , ] distMat = new double [N, N ] ; // d i s t ance from i to po in t j

i s d i s t [ i , j ]

11 bool [ , ] connMat = new bool [N, N ] ; // t rue i f i , j are <= thre sh in

prox imi ty

12

13 for ( int i = 0 ; i < N; ++i )

14 {

15 connMat [ i , i ] = fa l se ;

16 for ( int j = i + 1 ; j < N; ++j )

17 {

18 //compute the point−to−po in t d i s t an c e s ; in the same

dimension as Thresh

19 distMat [ i , j ] = ( pts [ i ] . Point − pts [ j ] . Point ) .Norm ;

20 distMat [ j , i ] = distMat [ i , j ] ;

21 i f ( distMat [ i , j ] <= thre sho ld )

22 connMat [ i , j ] = connMat [ j , i ] = true ;

23 else

24 connMat [ i , j ] = connMat [ j , i ] = fa l se ;

25 }

26 }

27

28 int nextClusterID = −1; //ID to as s i gn to each c l u s t e r

29

30 for ( int n = 0 ; n < N; ++n)

31 {

32 // search each node i f i t ’ s unass igned

33 i f ( idxe s [ n ] >= 0)

34 continue ;

35 ++nextClusterID ;

36 DepthFirstSearch (n , N, r e f nextClusterID , r e f connMat , r e f

i dxe s ) ;
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37 }

38 // i d x e s [ ] now has the c l u s t e r IDs o f a l l the po in t s in p t s [ ] .

39 }

40

41 void DepthFirstSearch ( int n , int N, r e f int nextClusterID , r e f bool

[ , ] connMat , r e f int [ ] i dxe s )

42 {

43 idxe s [ n ] = nextClusterID ;

44 for ( int m = 0 ; m < N; ++m)

45 {

46 i f ( connMat [ n , m] && idxe s [m] < 0)

47 DepthFirstSearch (m, N, r e f nextClusterID , r e f connMat , r e f

i dxe s ) ;

48 }

49 }

In this work, raw 2D lidar scans are range-limited to 25 meters or less (where a

person’s legs would have at most two lidar strikes at 0.5◦ resolution), transformed

into local Euclidean coordinates, and then divided into clusters based on a maxi-

mum Euclidean distance threshold. Because the spatial resolution of the lidar scan

decreases with range, the threshold is scaled based on the range of each individual

point:

b = ρ
√

2(1− cos θres), threshold = h ∗ b (4.1)

where b is the “base distance;” ρ is the range of the individual lidar point; θres

is the angular difference between two sequential lidar beams in radians (the field

of view / the number of points); h is the “Separation Ratio” design parameter

for segmentation distance. The variable b is the length of the short side of a

skinny triangle, whose long sides are the length of the lidar beam at that range.
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When deciding whether two points are in proximity, the minimum of the two range

values is used. A scaling factor of h = 10 m/m was found to be an acceptable

compromise between over- and under- segmentation of leg pairs in the lidar scan

(the segmentation is tuned such that both legs tend to be in the same cluster).

Clusters with fewer than 3 lidar points are discarded.

4.1.2 Occlusion & motion prediction

In 2D lidar, pedestrian occlusion is common. A predictive occlusion heuristic is

used to reduce the detection probability when the prior information predicts that

a measurement is unlikely to be extracted by the sensors. This doesn’t have to be

a heuristic decision; [90] finds the occlusion likelihood via Gaussian Mixture model

of the predicted occlusion shadow, but was not incorporated here as it would re-

quire tracking every lidar object, instead of only the pedestrians. [40] computes

the detection likelihood via Monte Carlo sampling of the predicted track prob-

ability mass inside and outside the occlusion shadow, which unfortunately adds

computational burden that scales with every unique track across every hypothesis.

The implementation in this thesis is an optimistic heuristic: if any two or more

rays cast to the current lidar scan points intersects a 0.17 meter circle centered at

the predicted track location (roughly the spatial extent of pedestrian leg pairs at

that height), then the track is predicted as visible. The detection rate is for visi-

ble objects which are already tracked is modeled as 0.95, and 1e − 4 for occluded

objects. This reflects the over-segmentation rate with other pedestrians, and a

low probability of detection if the lidar occlusion is incorrect when an object is

occluded.

The cluster set is examined for possible moving clusters by considering Nm = 5
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scans back: if the local nearest-neighbor cluster has moved an absolute Euclidean

distance greater than 0.2m over the time period of Nm previous scans, the cluster

is considered to be moving, and is available for track initialization. This is a

primitive human detector, but it is very rapid to compute, and is invariant to the

distance-dependent lidar resolution.

4.1.3 Measurement prediction

The cluster is now processed to extract the summarizing measurement. In this

thesis, the X, Y mean of the two most extreme-bearing points is used. Pedestrian

leg pairs clusters in lidar vary over time as the pedestrian executes their ambulatory

stride; this choice of measurement is not very strongly influenced by the position

of the legs relative to each other, leading to a particularly stable measurement

sequence over an alternative such as the spatial mean of every lidar point. To

reflect the jitter in this measurement sequence over time, a model of additive

Gaussian white noise is incorporated, with standard deviation σl = 0.2 m, applied

separately to the X, Y dimensions of the lidar measurement.

4.2 Detecting Pedestrians in Images

4.2.1 Monocular visual object detection

A typical visual object detection framework involves three steps:

1. Train or acquire a visual object classifier operating on a small image size,
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e.g. a trained HOG SVM that evaluates a degree of yes/no on a 64x128 pixel

image.

2. For each frame in the robot’s camera stream, run a sliding window across

the image, checking the results of the visual classifier. Undistort the image

beforehand if needed. Repeat the sliding window operation up the image

scale pyramid and save the results at each level.

3. Apply non-maxima suppression to trim detections that are not as strongly

positive. The remaining positive detections are the final detection set.

This sliding window method can serve as the entire visual object detection

algorithm, or as an intermediate step of a larger detection scheme. In the case

of the former, it follows that the window itself provides information about the

orientation and size of the detected object. This operation can be represented in

the ideal pinhole camera model, where the image of the pedestrian is projected

onto the image plane (Figure 4.1).

Of course, the monocular projection implies that scale is lost; without any

additional sensing modalities (such as an IMU or another camera) the perceived

world loses a degree of freedom - a larger object at a different distance could

create the same projection in the camera image. However, if the detected object

is of a fixed, known size (such as an AR tag on a standard-sized paper, or a

person of known size), the depth information can still be recovered. Such size

information is available in the form of census data; the height of detected adults

can be treated as a noisy input to the measurement function. From [91], with the

gender marginalized out, the mean adult American pedestrian stands h = 1.69m

tall, with a sample standard deviation of σh = 0.092m (sample size: 11438).

The monocular projection process as follows. Assuming that the visual classifier
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Figure 4.1: Visual pedestrian detection. The person is detected as a bounding box
on the (undistorted) image plane.

detects the pedestrian centered vertically and horizontally in the query window,

and the camera is generally upright with respect to the horizon, a point at top of

the pedestrian’s head is put into a homogeneous coordinate vector and put through

the ideal, undistorted camera projection equation:


xc

yc

zc

 =

[
K

] [
I3 0

]M(Ω) ~r

0 1




x

y

h

1


; (4.2)

xp

yp

 =

xc/zc
yc/zc

 (4.3)
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where [xp, yp]T are the X,Y pixel positions of the top of the pedestrian’s head in

the image. The camera extrinsic position is represented as a position ~r and orien-

tation M(Ω); the intrinsic scaling/shear of the projection is K. (Lens distortion

would be a further manipulation of [xp, yp]T ). Based on the projected location of

the pedestrian’s head and feet, and the scaling s of the object inside the visual

classifier’s query window, the resulting bounding box can be constructed.

4.2.2 Measurement prediction

Because of the flat ground plane assumption, and the general orientation of the

camera, the vertical position of the bounding box only varies with depth; the

extracted measurements are the height of the bounding box,

bbh = s ∗ (yp(head)− yp(feet)); (4.4)

and the horizontal position of the bounding box,

bbx = xp − 0.5w, (4.5)

where w is determined by the aspect ratio of the visual classifier window and

the computed bounding box height. The inverse of this measurement (for track

initialization) can be approximated with similar triangles and similar assumptions

on the pedestrian’s height.

The implementation in this thesis is based on a HOG detector at size 64x128,

trained on a combination of pedestrian images from the INRIA data set and man-

ual extractions from camera logs taken from the robot cameras. The size of the

detection window and resolution of the cameras dictate a hard limit to the range of

detected pedestrians of roughly 15.0 meters, depending on the individual’s height.
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The question of measurement noise in visual detections is a subtle one. The

camera image is subject to random noise, but the visual classifier might not neces-

sarily move based on this random noise very much. At far distances, the amount

of pixel jitter decreases but becomes multi-modal due to the discrete nature of

pixels. Nonetheless, additive white Gaussian noise of intensity σbbh = 35.0 pixels

for the bounding box height, and intensity σbbx = 15.0 pixels for the bounding

box horizontal position, sufficiently approximates these noise effects in the range

represented by this particular implementation of visual object detector and set of

camera sensors/apertures used.
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CHAPTER 5

MULTI-OBJECT TRACKING

5.1 The Multiple Hypothesis Formulation of Multiple Ob-

ject Tracking

Thus far the discussion in this thesis has ignored the problem of multiple humans

and multiple simultaneous measurements. Mobile robots attempting to perceive

humans in unstructured environments will usually encounter multiple pedestrians

at the same time. These people might be walking together in social groups; they

can arbitrarily enter or leave the environment; they commonly occlude each other

within the sensor view. Measurements of the humans in the environment are sub-

ject to random noise, and may be difficult to uniquely match with the existing

pedestrians tracks in the estimator. The robot sensor processing is subject to im-

perfect detection rates and spurious ”clutter” measurements. The field of multiple

target tracking strives to formally address these and similar complexities in order

to maintain a current best belief about the possible nearby dynamic objects. The

tracker is typically a portion of a larger ”detect, track, decide” routine which per-

forms autonomous tasks such as classify the objects, plan motion around them, or

interact with them in some way. Multi-target tracking approaches typically incor-

porate some combination of signal processing, dynamical system modeling, recur-

sive state estimation, statistical reasoning, optimization, and/or machine learning.

Such approaches typically make some trade-off between error rate, robustness,

specificity, and computational effort; this section discusses one such approach, the

Multiple Hypothesis formulation of multi-target tracking. The Multiple Hypothe-

sis formulation is situated at an intersection of these trade-offs and is well-suited
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to the task of detecting and tracking pedestrians in an unstructured environment.

Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT), first presented in [60], is a deterministic

algorithm that maintains a set of ”Data Association Hypotheses,” each describing

a history of data association decisions. At each timestep, for the current measure-

ment set, the tracker permutes many of these decisions into new hypotheses, condi-

tioning on their parent hypothesis. The hypotheses are ranked by a likelihood score

which reflects assigning measurements to existing tracks, (non)detection, clutter

rejection, new track creation, and track deletion. Due to the exponential growth

in the number of such hypotheses over time, the practical MHT must perform

careful pruning operations, retaining only the most likely hypotheses. The “pos-

terior” track set at each timestep is the most likely hypothesis, or some formal

combination of the maintained hypotheses. The succeeding subsections lay out

the operations involved in the MHT algorithm.

5.1.1 Problem statement

The goal of MHT is to, at the current timestep k, estimate the dynamic states of

the tk known or newly discovered objects:

Xk = {xik}, 1 ≤ i ≤ tk (5.1)

At each timestep, the tracker is provided with a set of mk measurements, e.g. lidar

clusters or camera bounding boxes:

Zk = {zjk}, 1 ≤ j ≤ mk (5.2)
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The distribution of interest is the set of object states at timestep k, conditioned on

the previous object states and the measurement sets up until the current timestep:

p (Xk | Z1:k, X1:k−1) (5.3)

Some implementations rely on additional quantities; when tracking on a mobile

robot robot, for example, there could be a sequence of ego poses, Y1:k.

5.1.2 Data association hypotheses

This section, and the following section, re-iterates and expands on some of the

concepts presented in [61].

At timestep k, a data association hypothesis Θ, summarizes a particular set of

data association decisions, θ∗:

Θk = {θ∗s}, 1 ≤ s ≤ k, (5.4)

Each hypothesis is a unique permutation of the past hypotheses over the whole

tracking sequence from the beginning. The lth possible hypothesis at timestep k is

encapsulated by the parent hypothesis Θ
ρk−1:k(l)
k−1 and a particular data association

decision set θlk, where ρk−1:k(l) maps the index of the lth current hypothesis to it’s

parent hypothesis’ index in the previous timestep.

A data association decision set θlk is comprised of a set of choices concerning each

of the current measurements and each of the previous objects. These individual

choices are summarized in Table 5.1.

Each of these events has a parameterized likelihood of occurrence, which mani-

fests in the overall likelihood of the hypothesis. The likelihood of the lth hypothesis
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Table 5.1: Events that can occur to a measurement or prior object.
Current Measurement Events Indicators

Assign to a previous object ν = 0, φ = 0, δ = ¬0
Create a new track ν = 1

Reject as spurious (False Alarm) φ = 1
Previous Object Events

Assign to a measurement δ = 1, (β = 0)
Don’t assign, don’t delete (Missed Detection) δ = 0, β = 0

Delete track δ = 0, β = 1

is written as

p(Θl
k|Z1:k) = p

(
θlk,Θ

ρk−1:k(l)
k−1 | Z1:k

)
(5.5)

which can be factored into

p(Θl
k|Z1:k) ∝ p

(
Zk|θlk,Θ

ρk−1:k(l)
k−1 , Z1:k−1

)
∗p
(
θlk|Θ

ρk−1:k(l)
k−1 , Z1:k−1

)
∗

p
(

Θ
ρk−1:k(l)
k−1 |Z1:k−1

)
(5.6)

A useful set of assumptions about the probability distributions of events asso-

ciated with a MHT framework are listed below.

• The objects are mutually independent.

• The measurements are mutually independent conditioned on the same object.

• An object produces only 0 or 1 measurements at each timestep.

• The number of false alarm measurements, NFA, follows a Poisson distribution

with parameter λFA:

p(NFA = n) =
λnFAe

−λFA

n!
(5.7)

• False alarm measurements appear uniformly anywhere in the surveillance

volume V of the sensor.
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• The number of new tracksNNT , follows a Poisson distribution with parameter

λN .

• New tracks appear uniformly anywhere in the surveillance volume V of the

sensor.

• An existing object has generated a measurement with probability PD, or

failed to be detected with probability 1−PD (following a Bernoulli distribu-

tion with parameter PD). The value of PD can be freely adjusted for each

object individually, e.g. PD is very small for objects which are occluded.

• An existing object, if it has not been assigned a measurement, is deleted

according to a Bernoulli random variable with parameter Pχ.

• The likelihood of a particular measurement j to track q, conditioning on

an assignment choice in θlk, is normally distributed with the predicted mea-

surement of object q, z̄k
q, as mean, and the innovation covariance Sqk. All

track states are mutually independent, and therefore all measurements are

mutually independent.

These are not the only distributions that may be modeled for detection/dele-

tion/false alarm events, but some terms cancel that result in a compact algebraic

form for the likelihood of a single hypothesis. Also, some of these assumptions can

be relaxed in order to use more sophisticated models. For example, joint object

dynamical interactions can be approximated if the joint motion model conditions

on the previous timestep states. Clutter and new track spatial/temporal models

can be defined over a grid representation or time-of-day model [40].

Returning to the original likelihood expression and assumptions, with algebraic

subsitution and term cancellation, the following expression results for the likelihood
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Ego Robot

timestep k timestep k+1 timestep k+2

occluding
wall

(pedestrian detected)

Figure 5.1: A simple tracking scenario with ambiguity. The tracked human moves
behind a wall, and is occluded briefly. (Pedestrian figure source: AIGA DESIGN)

of a particular hypothesis. The hypothesis likelihood is defined concerning each of

the tk prior objects and mk current measurements. (See Equation 10 in [61] for a

full derivation)

p
(
Θl
k | Zk

)
∝ p

(
Θ
ρk−1:k(l)
k−1 | Zk−1

)(mk∏
j

Nj→q(zjk; z̄k
q, Sqk)

(1−νj)(1−φj)λ
νj
Nλ

φj
FA

)

∗

(
tk∏
i

(PD)δi(1− PD)1−δi(Pχ)βi(1− Pχ)1−βi

)
(5.8)

where the variables νj, φj, δi, βi are indicator variables taking value 1 or 0, depend-

ing on a particular assignment choice in θlk, and are summarized in Table 5.1.

As an example, consider the situation illustrated in Figure 5.1, where a mul-

tiple hypothesis tracker is tracking a single object (pedestrian). The pedestrian

is measured at time = k and at time = k + 2; however, at time = k + 1, the

pedestrian is occluded by a wall and no measurement is provided. The sensor has

an imperfect detection rate, and thus the tracker must determine whether the mea-

surement at time = k + 2 is a new object, the same object, or should be rejected
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Table 5.2: Hypotheses at time = k + 1 for the scenario in Figure 5.1.
Hyp. k k+1 c ∗ p(Θk+1|Zk+1)/p(Θk|Zk)
Θ1
k+1 (prior) delete (Pχ)(1− PD,k+1)

Θ2
k+1 don’t delete (¬Del) (1− Pχ)(1− PD,k+1)

Table 5.3: Hypotheses at time = k + 2 for the scenario in Figure 5.1.
Hyp. k+2 c ∗ p(Θk+2|Zk+2)/p(Θk|Zk)
Θ1→1
k+2 reject FA (Pχ)(1− PD,k+1)(λFA)

Θ1→2
k+2 new track (Pχ)(1− PD,k+1)(λN)

Θ2→3
k+2 ¬Del, FA (1− Pχ)(1− PD,k+1)(1− Pχ)(1− PD,k+2)(λFA)

Θ2→4
k+2 ¬Del, new track (1− Pχ)(1− PD,k+1)(1− Pχ)(1− PD,k+2)(λN)

Θ2→5
k+2 ¬Del, update (1− Pχ)(1− PD,k+1)(1− Pχ)(PD,k+2)p(zk+2|...)

Θ2→6
k+2 delete, FA (1− Pχ)(1− PD,k+1)(Pχ)(1− PD,k+2)(λFA)

Θ2→7
k+2 delete, new track (1− Pχ)(1− PD,k+1)(Pχ)(1− PD,k+2)(λN)

as clutter. It is desired to assign the measurement at time k+2 to the prior-known

track in order to continue fusing the all information concerning that pedestrian’s

state. The hypothesis sequence and associated unnormalized likelihoods are enu-

merated in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3. The correct hypothesis at time k+ 2 is Θ2→5
k+2 ,

which encodes a “don’t delete” decision at timestep k + 1 paired with an “assign

a measurement for updating” decision at time k + 2.

Taking the natural log of the hypothesis likelihood aids in arranging the terms

into a form that can be solved efficiently as a bipartite linear assignment problem.

log[p
(
Θl
k | Zk

)
] ∝ log

[
p
(

Θ
ρk−1:k(l)
k−1 | Zk−1

)]
+

mk∑
j

(1− νj)(1− φj) log[Nj→q(zjk)] + νj log[λN ] + φj log[λFA]

+

tk∑
i

δi log[PD] + (1− δi) log[1− PD] + βi log[Pχ] + (1− βi) log[1− Pχ]

(5.9)

A bipartite linear assignment problem concerns the optimal pairing of nodes
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between two groups of nodes, where each pairing has some cost, and the overall

cost is the sum of all such edge costs. This is explored further in Section 5.2.

5.1.3 Hypothesis likelihood

The hypothesis likelihood expression consists of many products. In order to effi-

ciently compute and maximize this likelihood, consider the logarithmic form. The

maximum a posteriori problem can be converted to a cost-minimization problem

by using the negative log-likelihood (NLL) as the cost function. Finding the most

likely valid permutation of each ν, φ, δ, beta can be cast as solving a bipartite linear

assignment problem (LAP), with the cost between edges being certain portions of

the NLL, and the allowable links configured to disallow nonsensical assignments.

A nonsensical assignment, for example, could be assigning a measurement to an

object which is also selected to be deleted.

A bipartite graph with edge costs can be represented as a (possibly sparse)

matrix: each row index corresponds to an ”agent,” and each column index corre-

sponds to a ”task.” A full assignment is comprised of an agents-long list of indexes,

and the overall cost is the linear sum over each agent’s column assignment.

When finding the most likely hypothesis from a parent hypothesis, each pre-

vious object and each current measurement is an agent. Careful accounting must

be used to reflect the fact that a measurement being assigned to a previous ob-

ject, and a previous object being assigned to a measurement, are the same event.

Likewise, track creation, track deletion, false alarm rejection, and missed detec-

tions must all be reflected. The goal is to construct a cost matrix M that, when

a full assignment is found and the total cost is computed, the constituents can
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be mapped to terms in Equation 5.9. To the author’s knowledge, this is the

first time a full mapping has been presented accommodating every term

of Equation 5.9; the existing literature leaves out the deletion and/or detection

terms, causing the hypothesis expansion to disregard the influence of prior known

tracks in ranking hypotheses, or requiring cumbersome modification of the LAP

solving algorithm.

M =

MFA MA MN ∅

∅ MDel ∅ M¬Del

 (5.10)

Each row in the upper blocks of M represents one of the mk measurements;

each row in the lower blocks represents an ”anti-measurement,” one for each of the

tk objects. The empty matrices ∅ have cost +∞ in every cell. The other matrices

correspond to particular factors in Equation 5.9. The upper blocks correspond

to the sum
∑mk

j , and the lower blocks correspond to the sum
∑tk

i . A subset of

indicator variables, listed in Table 5.1, take particular values in each block. The

indicator values in parentheses represent some fact about the assignment choice,

but do not have entries in the block of the likelihood component matrix. A sum-

mary of the blocks in M , with equations and parameters as in Table 5.4, is given

as follows:

• MFA represents a measurement being rejected as a false alarm. It is an

mk ×mk diagonal matrix whose off-diagonal entries are +∞.

• MN represents a measurement being used as the basis for a new track. It is

an mk ×mk diagonal matrix whose off-diagonal entries are +∞.

• MDel represents a object being deleted, as well as not detected. It is a tk× tk

diagonal matrix whose off-diagonal entries are +∞.
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Table 5.4: Components of the assignment problem cost matrix.
Block Size Diagonal? Indicators
MA mk × tk no ν = 0, φ = 0, δ = 1, δ = ¬0
MN mk ×mk yes ν = 1
MFA mk ×mk yes φ = 1
M¬Del tk × tk yes δ = 0, β = 0
MDel tk × tk yes δ = 0, β = 1

Block Entries

MA − log[Nj→q(zjk)]− log[PD] + log[1− PD]
MN − log[λN ]
MFA − log[λFA]
M¬Del − log[1− PD]− log[1− Pχ]
MDel − log[1− PD]− log[Pχ]

• MA represents a object being assigned a measurement; thus, the object is

detected and not deleted. Its indicator values are the union of both cells in

Table 5.1. It is an mk × tk dense matrix whose entries are the negative-log

innovation likelihood of a measurement (row) from the object (column), plus

a component for affirmative object detection, and a subtracted component

for non-detection.

• M¬Del represents a object being assigned a measurement, or an object not

being assigned a measurement (but not deleted). It is a tk × tk diagonal

matrix whose off-diagonal entries are +∞, and whose on-diagonal entries are

components for not-deletion and for affirmative object detection.

The matrix M is reasonably sparse, with density

2mk + 2tk +mktk
2(mk + tk)2

(5.11)

The full story of what happens to a previous object q lies on the qth anti-

measurement’s assignment in the lower blocks, in addition to the object’s assign-

ment in the MA block. A constraint of any bipartite assignment problem is that

no two agents can be assigned to the same task, and this is represented in the
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cost matrix M in that no column can be assigned to more than one row. The

following is a summary of the potential outcomes of the assignment operations for

an existing tracked object, q.

• Object q is assigned the jth measurement. There is an assignment in the q

column of MA, and therefore there cannot be an assignment in (q, q) of MDel.

Thus, the mk + q choice in the assignment must be the (q, q) entry in M¬Del.

The sum of these two link costs is

(
− log[Nj→q(zjk)]− log[PD] + log[1− PD]

)
+ (− log[1− PD]− log[1− Pχ])

= − log[Nj→i(zjk)]− log[PD]− log[1− Pχ]

(5.12)

• Object q is not assigned a measurement, but is not deleted. There is no

assignment in the q column of MA. The mk + q choice is in M¬Del, with cost

− log[1− PD]− log[1− Pχ] (5.13)

• Object q is deleted. The mk+q choice is the (q, q) entry of MDel, and cannot

be in M¬Del. Similarly, there cannot be any entry in the q column of MA.

This cost is

− log[1− PD]− log[Pχ] (5.14)

The assignment choices for the current measurements are reflected solely by

the assignments in the upper blocks. In addition to possibly being assigned to a

previous object in the MA block, a measurement can be rejected in the MFA block,

with cost − log[λFA], or used to create a new track in the MN block, with cost

− log[λN ].
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Thus, the DA problem can be posed as a bipartite linear assignment problem:

the optimal bipartite linear assignment is the most likely child hypothesis from a

parent hypothesis and current measurement set.

Given : (5.15)

A,

B,

C : A×B 7→ R

Find an injective function

f : A 7→ B

s.t.∑
a∈A

C(a, f(a))

is minimized.

A represents the set of rows of M , B represents the set of columns of M , and

C(a, f(a)) is a unique selection of columns assigned to each row; the fact that it

must be an injective function disallows assigning multiple rows to the same column.

Approaches to solving the linear assignment problem include (or build on): the

Hungarian algorithm [92], Auction algorithm [93], and Jonker-Volgenant-Castanon

(JVC) algorithm [94] [95].

The question of normalization of the likelihood appears. Strictly speaking,

each possible data association hypothesis Θl
k is a realization of a discrete random

variable whose support set grows exponentially according to the measurements at

each timestep. Note the proportionality relation in Equation 5.8. Finding the

necessary normalization constant would require finding the relative likelihood of

every Θl
k and summing, which is intractable.
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Normalization is not required, however. It is possible to manage the hypothe-

ses by comparing their relative likelihoods, which does not require maintaining

the explicit normalized likelihood. Additionally, maintaining the logarithm of the

likelihoods greatly reduces the possibility of numerical over/underflow. Some sem-

blance of normalization can be achieved by subtracting the lowest NLL from all

NLLs, or normalizing all kept hypotheses likelihoods to sum to 1 (effectively con-

ditioning Equation 5.8 on the event that none of the pruned hypotheses are true).

5.1.4 As an integer linear programming problem

The bipartite linear assignment problem can be arranged as an integer linear pro-

gramming problem, and posed as

min

mk+tk∑
i=1

2(mk+tk)∑
j=1

cijxij (5.16)

s.t.

cij =

 M(i, j) if M(i, j) 6=∞

Ψ otherwise∑
i

xij ≤ 1 ∀j

∑
j

xij = 1 ∀i

xij ∈ {0, 1}

where each xij represents selection of one of the links in the bipartite graph. The

value cij is i, j entry of M , and Ψ is a very large number. The ∀j constraints map

to each column of M , and the ∀i constraints map to each row of M . The dual
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problem is written as

max

mk+tk∑
i=1

2(mk+tk)∑
j=1

ui + vj (5.17)

s.t.

cij − ui − vj ≥ 0 ∀i, j

vj ≤ 0 ∀i, j

where u and v represent the complementary slack value of the constraints from the

primal problem being met. Dual and primal-dual LAP solvers like JVC will operate

in both domains, and the complementary slack from the most likely hypothesis can

even be of use when finding the next most likely hypothesis, such as in [63].

5.1.5 Efficient hypothesis enumeration

Finding the most likely hypothesis means solving an equivalent linear assign-

ment problem once. The MHT benefits immensely from finding other non-max-

likelihood hypotheses, (e.g. the top K assignments), in order to “hedge the bet”

against transient changes in the true hypothesis’ likelihood; but how to find these

other hypotheses efficiently? Because of the structure of LAPs, the links of the

bipartite graph can be modified such that a particular matching is impossible, or

of infinite cost; this approach can be leveraged to partition the full LAP into a

series of smaller exhaustive, disjoint LAPs whose solutions exclude the most likely

hypothesis. The K-best hypothesis enumeration process, introduced by [62] and

examined in [61], uses such a modification routine and finds a sequence of solutions

in order of likelihood. The name “K-Best” stems from the fact that the MHT can
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choose to end the enumeration after K solutions have been found, which creates a

hard limit on the branch factor of the hypothesis tree. This procedure is referred

to in the literature as Murty’s algorithm.

One might intuit that the process of solving the “Murty parent” problem might

inform the processing of finding the solution to the partitioned child problems. This

is explored in [63], and shown to provide useful run time improvements. This is

in addition to a few other key insights from the work: partitioning in a heuristic

manner that strives to reduce the dimensionality of the problem with the next best

solution, and sorting the partitioned problems in order of a lower cost bound.

5.1.6 Hypothesis management

It is intractable to process every hypothesis, due to the exponential growth of the

hypothesis tree over time. Hypothesis management is the process of pruning the

hypothesis tree at each timestep, using the hypotheses’ likelihoods to determine

which hypotheses are most supported by the measurement history.

K-best hypothesis enumeration puts a hard limit on the branch factor of the

hypothesis tree, but the number of hypotheses still grows exponentially over time.

Other hypothesis management techniques are required for practical implementa-

tion for any K > 1. The optimal algorithm is recovered when K is equal to the

exponentially-growing number of total hypotheses, and the “MAP” algorithm oc-

curs when K = 1, where the number of hypotheses would remain constant from

initialization.

To avoid creating hypotheses from a parent which are less likely to be useful,

the tracker can perform ratio pruning. In this scheme, the parent hypothesis
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likelihoods p(Θl
k|Zk) are compared to their most likely peer, p(ΘML

k |Zk). If the

ratio

p(Θl
k|Zk)

p(ΘML
k |Zk)

< α (5.18)

for some 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, then the hypothesis Θl
k is not expanded into children, termi-

nating a branch of the hypothesis tree. The optimal solution uses α = 0, which

accepts all hypotheses, but is intractable; the “MAP” algorithm uses α = 1.

N -scan-back pruning is a more impactful hypothesis management scheme than

ratio pruning. In N-scan-back pruning, the nodes of the hypothesis tree at N

scans in the past are compared. The branch whose children are more likely than

the other branches is maintained, and all other branches are discarded. This can

be interpreted as a delayed hard association decision, in which one of the parents at

N scans in the past is assumed to be true from that point on. In practice, the size

of N should match or exceed the expected lifetime in which the correct hypothesis

would be temporarily sub-maximal. Such a lifetime could be the believed number

of scans that a tracked object is occluded, e.g. the transit time of a pedestrian

crossing behind another. The ”MAP” algorithm uses N = 1; the optimal solution

keeps all branches, so N -scan-back pruning is not applicable unless the initial

hypothesis set has only one hypothesis, in which case N = k is equivalent.

Using N -scan-back pruning and K-best enumeration, the total children in con-

sideration for the next iteration is bounded by nh ≤ KN . Equivalently, for a given

nh and K, N can be found as N = log(nh)
log(K)

. Note that the number of objects tk

in each hypothesis can wildly vary; both tk and the number of measurements mk

strongly affect the computation time of the MHT. For instance, the Hungarian

algorithm is O((tk +mk)
3) in time complexity in this application.

Performing hypothesis management, though necessary for tractability, runs the
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risk of discarding the correct hypothesis if improperly configured. Given the param-

eters of the multi-target tracking models, the appropriate level and style of pruning

should be set conservatively enough to encompass the critical multi-target tracking

scenarios of the environment. Consider again the example in Figure 5.1. Assum-

ing a homogeneous death likelihood Pχ, and given that there are Nocc timesteps

with no measurements, in the absence of pruning, there are Nocc + 1 hypotheses

describing the death or non-death of the single track. These hypotheses, condi-

tioned on their ancestral parent hypothesis, have likelihood proportional to entries

of a conditional geometric probability distribution with parameter Pχ, conditioned

that N < Nocc.

It remains an open question whether it is most practical to prune hypotheses

solely based on likelihood. The most likely hypotheses tend to be very similar

with respect to their track state estimates. There is some current research on this

issue, [96], which alters the hypothesis enumeration to skip certain solutions which

are identical in a user-specified portion of the ”Murty parent” solution.

5.1.7 Relation of MHT to other data association methods

The Multiple Hypothesis formulation of multi-target tracking is very expressive;

the comparison to other data association methods is straightforward.

• Joint Probabilistic Data Association: [55] [56] In PDA and JPDA, track

initialization and deletion is (usually) a heuristic decision rule rather than a

probabilistic one. Depending on the extent of the (J)PDA validation gate,

the results of fusing the current measurement set are equivalent to enumerat-

ing all hypotheses (based on the single parent hypothesis from the previous
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timestep) and then marginalizing out the θlk data association variable from

the joint posterior distribution. The marginalized data association variable

results in higher track state uncertainty (e.g. “larger” covariances), as the

support of each track posterior pdf spreads to encompass each data associa-

tion possibility regarding that object.

• Rao-Blackwellized Monte Carlo Data Association: [70], e.g. [97] This

is a very similar approach to MHT, with the main conceptual difference that

in RBMCDA the ”hypotheses” are particles which are sampled over, rather

than extracted in order of likelihood. The maintained data association proba-

bility distribution also differs slightly: p(Θk, X1:k|Z1:k) rather than p(Θk|Z1:k)

in the MHT, the difference being that the object states only matter to the

hypothesis enumeration via their influence on the innovation likelihoods.

• Probability Hypothesis Density Filtering: [78] [82] In PHD trackers,

the tracked objects are an evolving random finite set. Data association in

PHD is, in a sense, fully Bayesian and a soft decision. Extracting the most

likely state estimates becomes less straightforward than in the MHT, where

the most likely hypothesis (or mixture of them) can be taken directly.

5.2 Single-Frame Data Association as a Linear Assignment

Problem

In this section, the procedure of optimally assigning the current set of measure-

ments to a set of prior known objects is examined. This procedure is a component

of the MHT recursion, but is applicable as well to the simpler ”Global Nearest

Neighbor” algorithm for data association. The random variables and notation are
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the same as in Section 5.1.

5.2.1 The ambiguity matrix as a Linear Assignment Prob-

lem

The data association problem is cast as a bipartite linear assignment problem

(LAP) (e.g. Equation 5.15), whose parameters are represented as a square or wide

matrix (e.g. Equation 5.10). Each row in the cost matrix represents all nodes

within one subset of the graph, and the columns all the nodes of the other. The

entries of the matrix are the cost of associating a row node with a column node, and

the overall cost is the linear sum of all such selected links. If the cost of assigning

a row to a column is symmetric, then the LAP can be solved equivalently in the

”transpose” version, and the cost matrix is considered square or wide by convention

(i.e. not tall).

5.2.2 Linear Assignment Problem solvers

Finding solutions to the linear assignment problem can be considered a special

case of solving the minimum cost flow problem. It is common to represent an

assignment as an alternating path, fully visiting the smaller of the two groups [94].

An alternating path is a simple path which alternates visiting each part of the

bipartite graph; every other hop is a segment of the solution. There are three

classical algorithms which solve the LAP with varying scaling complexity.

The Kuhn-Munkres algorithm, or Hungarian algorithm, [98] [92], is an O(n4)

run-time algorithm (later shown to be O(n3)) that solves the LAP exactly. It
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is a complete, optimal algorithm, finding the exact optimal solution in strongly

polynomial time.

The Auction algorithm, [93], is a weakly polynomial time, ε-optimal algorithm.

It iteratively improves a solution to the LAP, being run until the cost improvement

falls below a small threshold and the convergence is considered to be complete. The

Auction algorithm is tricky to use when solving many different arrangements of

LAP, in that scaling the cost matrix entries affects the rate of convergence to the

solution; in contrast, the Kuhn-Munkres and JVC algorithm run times are invariant

to scalar multiplications of the cost matrix. Additionally, the correct level of ε is

highly problem-dependent and also depends on the scaling of the cost matrix. The

Auction algorithm does have the benefit of being easily distributed/parallelizable,

which is attractive for implementation if GPGPUs or networked agents used to

solve the LAP.

The Jonker-Volgenant-Castanon (JVC) algorithm, [94] [99] [95] [100], efficiently

finds the shortest augmenting path in the dual problem. It is a complete algorithm,

finding the exact solution in strongly polynomial O(n3) time. Various comparative

studies have found JVC run-time to dominate Kuhn-Munkres in almost all cases,

and to be generally favorable to the Auction algorithm as there is no need to adjust

ε for each problem. In fact, in non-parallel implementations, JVC will often find

the optimal solution faster than the Auction algorithm.

5.2.3 LAP solvers and Murty’s Algorithm

In Murty’s algorithm for finding multiple solutions to LAPS in optimal order, many

portions of the child LAPs are shared with the parent. In [63], it is demonstrated
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how the complementary slack variables of the LAP can be passed to the partitioned

child LAPs and used to accelerate the computation. That approach relied on JVC

in particular as it solves the dual problem as the primary operation. Depending

on the number of tracks which are competing for the same measurements (often,

heuristics are used to ”cluster” tracks and measurements into disjoint groups, very

similar to certain steps in JPDA), the LAP algorithm runtime can dominate the

execution time of an MHT, as many LAPs are solved to expand the hypothesis tree;

any future improvement in the state of the art of LAP solvers or computational

hardware will enable MHT to more robustly track higher numbers of objects, while

maintaining real-time performance.

5.3 Multiple Target Tracking Metrics

5.3.1 Detection-based metrics

It is sometimes useful to consider multi-target tracking as a type of classifier,

declaring the presence or absence of dynamic objects. Over the course of a tracking

session, the tracker must decide, for each measurement, whether to fuse with an

existing track, create a new track, or reject as clutter. Each maintained track is an

assertion that certain measurements were affirmative detections of an object. The

dynamical nature of the tracked objects provides a means of incorporating prior

knowledge into the detection of tracks objects; if the motion model is correct, the

tracker is able to ”detect” the object even if no measurement is produced briefly.

Object detection metrics can provide some useful notion of tracking performance

in the sense that the tracker correctly intuits the existence of the true objects or
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Table 5.5: Binary detection events.

Detector
Object is...

Present Not Present
Present True Positive (NTP) False Positive (NFP) Precision:

NTP

NTP+NFP

Not Present Missed Detection (NMD) True Negative (NTN)
True Positive Rate/Re-
call: NTP

NTP+NMD

False Positive Rate:
NFP

NFP+NTN

incorrectly ignores or believe in false objects.

Consider an experiment in which a detector is run against an N -sized set of

candidates with known true labels, and provides a set of results which include

a portion of correct and incorrect detections. The object detection metrics are

summarized in Table 5.5.

Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curves are a traditional detection

methodology in which the true positive rate is compared with the false positive

rate. The curve comes as a single design parameter is swept through possible

values, or is the Pareto front of some combination of design parameters. It is a

powerful analysis method in that a binary detector can be compared to pure ran-

dom chance (flipping a fair coin), thus providing a baseline of utility for classifiers

tackling particularly difficult detection scenarios. ROC points can be compared in

terms of domination or trade-off of performance. ROC curves are often summa-

rized in terms of the Area Under Curve, which is bounded by 0.0 and 1.0. Note

that a superior AUC is no guarantee of one detector dominating another detec-

tor (though the converse is true: a detector whose ROC curve dominates another

detector’s ROC curve has a higher AUC score).

A true negative in an MTT context is the event of correctly rejecting clutter;

the amount of clutter can vary wildly across different sensing modalities and mea-
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surement extraction approaches. As an example, increasing the lidar clustering

threshold will reduce the amount of overall lidar clusters, reducing the possible

number of possible true negatives. An alternative notion of true negatives in a

MTT context is to correctly not track people who are not in the scene. This sec-

ond notion is the converse of the true detection notion of maintaining a track of

a person who is really in the scene, regardless of a measurement being applied

(e.g. an accurately propagated track is considered a detection as long as the track

uncertainty is still “small”, or existence probability is still high).

Precision and Recall curves are another common detection analysis, wherein

precision and recall are compared in much the same manner as ROC curves.

Precision-recall curves have no notion of the number of true negatives; a random-

chance baseline is not evident. In evaluating MTTs, precision-recall can be useful

in describing the reliability of the returns of the tracker, e.g. reasoning in the

planner about the reliability of detected pedestrians. Additionally, precision-recall

statistics of the data processing are of use in the tracker itself, particularly at the

data association level which is provided with all ”true” returns from the raw data.

Other binary classifier scores are sometimes relevant to tracking or evaluating

trackers. In the visual object detection literature, for example, the relation of

recall to average false positives per window (evaluated from set of possible camera

views) is often presented, e.g. [10].

5.3.2 CLEAR MOT Metrics: MOTA and MOTP

The CLEAR MOT metrics, [101], were developed in the context of visual tracking

benchmarks. (The “hypotheses” in [101] are tracks, rather than MHT data as-
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sociation hypotheses). The MOT metrics break down tracker performance into a

state error component and a cardinality/mislabel component. These are referred

to as Measure of Tracking Accuracy (MOTA) and Measure of Tracking Precision

(MOTP) respectively, representing estimated state error and bulk cardinality event

errors averaged over the entire experiment sequence/evaluation set.

At each timestep, the track-to-truth correspondence is partially found from the

previous and current track labels. Next, the optimal track-to-truth assignment

is found in a joint sense across the remaining tracks and remaining true objects.

Those matches that are too dissimilar are removed from the correspondence set,

as determined by state estimation error larger than a cutoff distance (the distance

function and threshold are design parameters of the score function). Once the

full correspondence is found, the true detections, false alarms, missed detections,

and ID errors are calculated. The MOTA and MOTP scores are given here in the

notation of the original paper:

Measure of Tracking Accuracy: MOTA =
∑

i,t d
i
t∑

t ct
, where dit is the state

error for the ith corresponded track on timestep t, and ct is the total number of

correspondences on that timestep. The MOTA score is the average state error

of all track-to-truth correspondences over all timesteps, for a particular distance

function and cutoff. It is an indication of how accurate the state estimates produced

by the tracker tend to be.

Measure of Tracking Precision: MOTP = 1 −
∑

tmt+fpt+mmet∑
t gt

, where mt

is the number of missed detections, fpt is the number of false positives, mmet is

the number of ID errors, and gt is the number of true objects, all at time t. The

MOTP score is the average cardinality error over every timestep. Mislabels are

penalized only on temporal switches; a mislabel occurs if the track ID associated
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to a true object is different from the associated track ID in the previous timestep.

5.3.3 OSPA and Variations

The Optimal Subpattern Assignment (OSPA) metric [102], and the derived quality-

based OSPA (Q-OSPA) metric [103], are both true metrics that can be used to

directly compare the results of two multi-target trackers against each other, or

against a known truth. They are useful for summarily comparing tracker outputs

at the same timestamp, reflecting not only the difference in state estimates, but

also the cardinal differences: the “missed detections” and “false alarms” of one

set with respect to the other set (whose missed detections and false alarms are

switched). OSPA and Q-OSPA satisfy the metric properties: identity, symmetry,

and the triangle equality. With suitable configuration, two trackers with “small”

(Q)OSPA scores versus the truth will have a ”small” (Q)OSPA score to each other.

The CLEAR MOT scores do not obey these properties.

The computation of the OSPA metric is as follows. Let the tracker results at

some time be denoted as

X = {xi}, i ∈ [1,m]

where m is the total number of tracks, and the set of true trackable objects at that

same time as

Y = {yj}, j ∈ [1, n]

where n is the total number of true trackable objects. A suitable track-to-truth

distance function d(x, y) must be chosen; examples of track-to-truth or track-to-

track distance functions are given in Table 5.6. In the empirical evaluations later in

this thesis, the Mahalanobis distance of the true location from the [x, y]′ portion of
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Table 5.6: Examples of distance functions, suitable to use as d(x, y) in (Q)OSPA,
where a track state estimate pdf N(µ,Σ) is compared to the true state, x, or the
track state estimate pdf N(µA,ΣA) is compared to a track in a different tracker,
N(µB,ΣB). See [104]

.

Metric Expression

Absolute error
√

(µ− x)T (µ− x)

Mahalanobis distance
√

(µ− x)T (Σ)−1(µ− x)

Mahalanobis similarity
√

(µA − µB)T (ΣA + ΣB)−1(µA − µB)

Avg Mahalanobis similarity
√

1
2
(µA − µB)T (Σ−1

A + Σ−1
B )(µA − µB)

the track estimate is used (the normalized estimation error of position component

of the track estimate). Any suitable state estimation error function obeying the

properties of a metric can be used without loss of generality.

The chosen distance function d(x, y) is then incorporated as part of a cutoff

function,

dc0(x, y) = min(c0, d(x, y)) (5.19)

where c0 is a parameter describing the maximum distance in d(x, y) between one

track and another. This has a conceptual similarity with the Validation Gate, a

common tracking heuristic. The validation gate is used to reject certain measure-

ments which are not commensurate with the predicted innovation, and thus must

be outliers. The variable c0 could be considered to be the maximum track to truth

distance d(x, y) considered to feasibly be the same object; for example, it could

represent a requirement on maximum squared error for individual tracks on the

tracker. The variable c0 is also used as the cost of cardinality differences between

the sets, e.g. how far away a “missing” or “false” track is from all of the other

tracks. The joint optimal track-to-truth correspondence π is found using a suitable

bipartite linear assignment routine, such as the Hungarian algorithm.
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The OSPA metric is written as

Dp,c0(X, Y ) =

(
1

n

(
min
π∈Πn

(
m∑
i

dc0(x
i, yπ(i))p

)
+ cp0(n−m)

))1/p

(5.20)

where n ≥ m without loss of generality, since Dp,c0(X, Y ) = Dp,c0(Y,X), and p is a

parameter that affects the trade-off in the metric computation between cardinality

errors, and proximity errors.

An equivalent formulation for OSPA lies in eliminating the cardinality differ-

ence abs(m − n) of the two sets by appending the shorter set with additional

penalizing tracks D, “dummy” members as described in [102]. These penalizing

tracks are at least c0 from every other member in the opposite set, and from each

other. The actual locations of these penalizing tracks is immaterial and need not

be found explicitly; rather, they can manifest simply as a block augmentation to

the pairwise distance matrix.

D̃p,c0(X, Y ) =

(
1

s

(
min
π∈Πs

(
s∑
i

dc0(x
i, yπ(i))p

)))1/p

s =max(m,n) (5.21)

In a later paper [105], Ristic, et al. find a modification of the distance function

to incorporate mislabel errors (as determined by an optimization favoring longer

track lengths to assign tracker labels to the true objects, tid), given by

d̃c0(x, y) = [dc0(x, y)p + (γ ∗ (1− δl,tl))p]1/p (5.22)

where δ is the Kronecker delta function; l is the track’s label; tl is the true ob-

ject’s label; and γ ∈ [0, c0] is a design parameter scaling the relative penalty of

mislabel errors (altered notation from the original work). One drawback to this

modified distance is the notion that all candidate labels beyond the one chosen by

the optimization are treated the same, whether there is a single alternative label
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occupying 49% of the true object history, or 100 alternative labels occupying the

same.

The Q-OSPA metric, [103], extends the OSPA concept to incorporate a ”track

quality” q ∈ [0, 1] for each member in the sets X and Y . An example quality

could be the existence probability of each track. In addition to the parameters c0

and p, a parameter α is chosen that alters the cutoff distance for penalizing track

members:

c(x, y) =


c0 x /∈ D, y /∈ D

c0/α x ∈ D, y /∈ D or x /∈ D, y ∈ D

0 x ∈ D, y ∈ D

(5.23)

The Q-OSPA metric is defined as

D′p,c0,α(X, Y ) =

(
1

n

(
min
π∈Πm

(
n∑
i

d′c0(x
i, yπ(i), qix, q

π(i)
y )p

)))1/p

d′c0(x
i, yπ(i), qix, q

π(i)
y ) = qixq

π(i)
y dc0(x

i, yπ(i)) + (1− qixqπ(i)
y )c(xi, yπ(i))

(5.24)

Both the OSPA and Q-OSPA metrics range from 0, if the two track sets are

exactly equivalent, to c0, in the absolute worst case. Thus, OSPA or Q-OSPA

scores can be compared nearly all types of multi-target tracker, and against truth,

incorporating information about track inaccuracy, missed tracks, false tracks, and

track quality.

There has been some recent research to derive multi-target trackers that are

optimal in the minimum mean OSPA sense (as an alternative to traditional senses

of optimality like MMSE). Examples include [106], [107], [108], [109], [110], [111],

[112], [100], [113]. This style of estimator offers potentially intriguing properties in

that they are more resilient against track coalescence, jitter, and labeling errors,
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though usually this is at the cost of approximation, extra computation, and loss

of optimality in the MMSE sense.
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CHAPTER 6

MULTI-SENSOR FUSION ARCHITECTURES

6.1 Measurement processing and modeling representation

The pedestrian tracking algorithms variants (“Architectures”) are developed in

this section. These variations are encoded in a way as to isolate the effects of

particular sensors or assumptions on the resulting tracking performance in the

empirical evaluations to follow. Each variant has differing likelihood and data

association parameters, and each tuned to run in soft real-time on a separate data

set than the evaluations.

All trackers solve the data association problem with a Multiple Hypothesis

Tracking formulation as described in Section 5.1, with varying pruning parameters.

The difference in pruning is to accommodate the difference in typical measurement

count per frame from each sensor - more measurements increases the K-best-

hypothesis expansion, thus fewer hypotheses can be maintained and still run in

(soft) real-time. Roughly, the number of lidar clusters in the targeted operating

environment tend to range between 30-50, and the number of visual detections

tend to be fewer than 1.5x the number of pedestrians in view. The optimized

Murty’s algorithm from [63] is used to efficiently compute the top K hypotheses.

Since the camera measurement prediction functions used from Section 4.2 are

nonlinear, an Unscented Kalman Filter [89] formulation is used for the measure-

ment update steps.

All architectures use the same spawning method, populating a non-zero spawn

likelihood based only on those measurements which pass a spawn heuristic. Any
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measurement can be used to fuse to an existing track or be rejected, regardless of

the outcome of the spawn heuristic. The spawn heuristic for the lidar clusters is

the motion detection as described in Section 4.1.

Validation gating is used as part of the spawn heuristic in each architecture.

Validation gating is a common heuristic in tracking and estimation wherein certain

measurements that are a poor fit with the measurement model are not fused, based

on a statistical hypothesis test. Following typical Gaussian/whiteness/zero-mean

assumptions, the innovation of a measurement is Normally distributed with zero

mean and covariance based on the prior information and measurement noise. The

squared Mahalanobis distance of that innovation from the mean is χ2 distributed of

degree dim(z), the dimension of that measurement. The estimation algorithm then

computes this distance and rejects measurements that are unlikely according to a

hypothesis test, where H◦ is the assumption that the measurement matches the

modeling assumptions. The most common test for this purpose is the 1-sided test,

which maps to an enclosing ellipse in “innovation space” where measurements are

accepted (H◦ is accepted); for unbiased position measurements, this is an ellipse (or

ellipsoid) centered around the predicted mean object position. For all architectures,

the validation gate is used to “flatten” the spawn likelihood for measurements

within the validation gate of any predicted track, leaving only those measurements

which (a) satisfy the spawn heuristic and (b) remain outside any validation gate as

possible new tracks. (Any measurements can be used for updates, regardless of the

outcome of the spawn heuristic). Care must be taken to define the spawn likelihood

parameter λN accordingly - the expected number of measurements meeting these

spawn heuristic rules at each timestep. It is straightforward for the designer to

define this parameter as a temporal rate, and convert to a per-timestep parameter

by dividing by the sensor frequency.
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Each architecture uses an identical deletion likelihood model, a modification

of the model outlined in [40]. As a tracked object does not receive measure-

ments, a timer is incrementing; if a measurement is fused, this timer is reset to

0. (In implementation, this timer is an incremented double, rather than a lit-

eral programmatic timer object.) The deletion likelihood then is the function

Pχ(∆t) = 1 − exp(−∆t/λχ), where λχ > 0 is a design parameter describing the

expected duration of non-detections of a track. The function Pχ is the equivalent

of the CDF of an exponential distribution, and thus the measurement assignment

events are modeled as a Poisson process. The modification from [40] is that the

timer is not incremented on timesteps where the tracked object is heuristically pre-

dicted to be occluded and the tracked object is within measurement range; thus,

transient occlusions do not alter the deletion likelihood as the transit occurs. Any

tracked objects outside of measurement range do not have their non-assignment

timers frozen by predicted occlusion in the interest of keeping the track count low.

6.2 Pedestrian Tracking Architectures

6.2.1 Architecture 1: Lidar-only tracking

In this architecture, the lidar sensor is used to track pedestrians using measure-

ments and occlusion prediction as described in Section 4.1. The lidar is down-

sampled to 10 Hz to permit a large amount of hypotheses necessary to accommo-

date the typical amount of lidar clusters, while still maintaining on-line perfor-

mance. The likelihood parameters for this architecture are given in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Architecture 1 lidar likelihood parameters.
Frequency (Hz) 10 Typical # measurements 30
λN (#/second) 0.25 λFA (#/frame) 0.25
Validation gate in σ’s 3.0 PD (free) 0.95
PD (occluded) 1e-4 λχ (seconds) 2.485
K-best 3 N-back 3
Prune Ratio 5e-3 Expansion Prune 1e-2

6.2.2 Architecture 2: Camera-only tracking

In this architecture, the panorama camera array is used by itself to detect and

track pedestrians. The measurements are as described in Section 4.2. No oc-

clusion heuristics are applied, as it is frequently possible to detect a pedestrian

based on partial appearance; any prior known tracks within the assumed detection

range are considered detectable. Since the visual detection operates at a slower

rate than the down-sampled lidar, there are intermediate pure-propagation steps

inserted between camera frames to closely approximate the rate at which tracks

are propagated as they are in Architecture 1. The likelihood parameters for this

architecture are given in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Architecture 2 camera likelihood parameters.
Frequency (Hz) 7.5 Typical # measurements 10
λN (#/second) 1e-6 λFA (#/frame) 1e-6
Validation gate in σ’s 4.5 PD (free) 0.85
PD (occluded) 0.01 λχ (seconds) 3.107
K-best 5 N-back 5
Prune Ratio 1e-5 Expansion Prune 1e-8

The rate of new tracks per second, and false tracks per frame, are very low;

this is due to the phenomenon that the raw data likelihood of the visual detection

is very widely spread in scale of pixels, versus the scale of meters as in the lidar
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measurements. As a result, in camera-only tracking, the false alarm rejection is

lower. The nature of false alarms is different in visual detections, however, as

the appearance of the visual background can at times provide very consistent false

alarm. Conversely, in the lidar cluster world, the false alarms are more sporadic, as

they tend to be a results of flip-flopping over-/under- segmentation. The deletion

rate is also slightly different to account for the lower operating rate of the visual

detection.

6.2.3 Architecture 3: Lidar-camera independent tracking

In this architecture, the lidar and camera sensors are both fused. They are modeled

as probabilistically independent, and are considered in sequence. A short time

delay is incorporated to ensure that the higher-latency visual detections have time

to produce measurements before the lower-latency lidar detections are fused.

The likelihood parameters in Architecture 3 are mostly the same as they are in

Architectures 1 and 2. The exception is the deletion rate for the camera detections,

as now both sensors are operating on the same “deletion timers,” and thus should

match with the lidar deletion rate. The likelihood parameters for this architecture

are given in Tables 6.3 and 6.4.

Table 6.3: Architecture 3 lidar likelihood parameters. (Same as Architecture 1)
Frequency (Hz) 10 Typical # measurements 30
λN (#/second) 0.25 λFA (#/frame) 0.25
Validation gate in σ’s 3.0 PD (free) 0.95
PD (occluded) 1e-4 λχ (seconds) 2.485
K-best 3 N-back 3
Prune Ratio 5e-3 Expansion Prune 1e-2
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Table 6.4: Architecture 3 camera likelihood parameters.
Frequency (Hz) 7.5 Typical # measurements 10
λN (#/second) 1e-6 λFA (#/frame) 1e-6
Validation gate in σ’s 4.5 PD (free) 0.85
PD (occluded) 0.01 λχ (seconds) 2.485
K-best 3 N-back 3
Prune Ratio 5e-3 Expansion Prune 1e-2

6.2.4 Architecture 4: Lidar cluster pre-processing for vi-

sual detection

This architecture is an implementation of a multi-sensor tracking data processing

step used very frequently in the literature: using the lidar scan to propose particu-

lar regions of interest of the camera image for the visual classifier to check, rather

than scanning the entire image. The lidar clusters which lie within the detection

range of the visual detection are projected into the camera frame, and ROIs are

drawn based on the horizontal union of these projections. This is removing visual

detections from parts of the image which have unreasonable “depth” as predicted

by the proximity of the lidar scan, regions that might contain humans that are too

small to be detected, or environmental false alarms.

For the sake of fair comparison, the ROI restriction is implemented as a post-

processing step eliminating bounding boxes from the full sliding detection window,

rather than in the computer vision routine itself; otherwise, the ROI restriction

reduces the computation time per camera frame, resulting in a higher operating

frequency for the visual detection (though this is usually desirable). Otherwise,

the likelihood parameters are similar to those in Architecture 3, with the exception

that the detection rate and false alarm rate are reduced because of the additional
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detection constraint from the lidar. The hypothesis pruning is also adjusted slightly

to allow more flexibility at each timestep, at the expense of less N -scan-back delay.

The likelihood parameters for this architecture are given in Tables 6.5 and 6.6.

Table 6.5: Architecture 4 lidar likelihood parameters. (Same as Architecture 1/3)
Frequency (Hz) 10 Typical # measurements 30
λN (#/second) 0.25 λFA (#/frame) 0.25
Validation gate in σ’s 3.0 PD (free) 0.95
PD (occluded) 1e-4 λχ (seconds) 2.485
K-best 5 N-back 2
Prune Ratio 5e-3 Expansion Prune 1e-2

Table 6.6: Architecture 4 camera likelihood parameters.
Frequency (Hz) 7.5 Typical # measurements 6
λN (#/second) 1e-6 λFA (#/frame) 1e-7
Validation gate in σ’s 4.5 PD (free) 0.765
PD (occluded) 0.01 λχ (seconds) 2.485
K-best 5 N-back 2
Prune Ratio 5e-3 Expansion Prune 1e-2

6.2.5 Architecture 5: Joint lidar-camera measurements

The motivating idea behind this architecture is to attempt to reduce the complexity

of the data association problem when both sensors come in at the same timestep by

heuristically associating the separate measurement modalities, lidar clusters and

visual bounding boxes, prior to hand-off to the MHT hypothesis expansion. Given

the strong precision of the visual detection, and the strong metric information of

the lidar clusters, it might be the case that simple heuristics for directly comparing

lidar clusters to bounding boxes leads to the same data association choices as

applying the measurement fusion for the lidar and visual detection sequentially.

This measurement-measurement pairing routine might also be beneficial for the
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spawn heuristic. The likelihood parameters for this architecture are given in Tables

6.7 and 6.8.

Table 6.7: Architecture 5 lidar likelihood parameters.
Frequency (Hz) 10 Typical # measurements 30
λN (#/second) 0.25 λFA (#/frame) 0.25
Validation gate in σ’s 3.0 PD (free) 0.95
PD (occluded) 1e-4 λχ (seconds) 2.485
K-best 4 N-back 2
Prune Ratio 5e-3 Expansion Prune 1e-2

Table 6.8: Architecture 5 joint measurement likelihood parameters.
Frequency (Hz) 7.5 Typical # measurements 10
λN (#/second) 0.25 λFA (#/frame) 0.125
Validation gate in σ’s 4.5 PD (free) 0.9925
PD (occluded) 1e-4 λχ (seconds) 2.485
K-best 4 N-back 2
Prune Ratio 5e-3 Expansion Prune 1e-2

The joint measurements are created by finding a union of the lidar clusters and

visual detections at each timestep. As each visual detection set comes in at 7.5 Hz,

the closest (in time) lidar cluster set at the native lidar rate of 35 Hz is recalled.

A simple association routine computes the one-to-one correspondence of any lidar

clusters within the visual detection range, such that the extracted measurement

- the mean of the two extreme-bearing points - lies within a bounding box near

the center. The lidar cluster-to-bounding box assignment is formulated as a linear

assignment problem and the optimal solution is found. All lidar-bounding boxes

associated are stacked into joint measurement vectors, with additive measurement

noise/noisy input as appropriately defined in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. All remaining

lidar clusters and visual bounding boxes are also added to the set as “single”

measurements, treated in the same manner as they are in Architecture 3. The
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total number of measurements in a single timestep is tightly bounded by the sum

of the lidar cluster and bounding box counts.

Between visual detections, the lidar clusters are fused at the same rate as

the other lidar-involved architectures. A small time delay before enqueuing mea-

surements is incorporated to avoid fusing the same lidar cluster set twice, and

prematurely fusing lidar clusters before the (higher-latency) next visual detection

becomes available.

The joint detection parameters are taken as the total probability that either

the lidar sensor or the camera detects the pedestrian, where the two sensors are

independent (and thus the joint detection distribution is the product of their

marginals). The occlusion detection likelihood is the minimum of the two.

The joint measurement false alarm density lower than the lidar false alarm

density; the lidar motion detection is slightly conservative, and the measurement-

measurement pairing groups bounding boxes to lidar clusters regardless of their

motion detector results. Thus, the joint detection set has more detections overall

but a reduced proportion of false alarms.

The human heuristic for the joint measurements is the same as for individual

bounding box measurements, i.e. all joint measurements and individual bound-

ing box measurements are considered human. The individual lidar measurements

follow the same motion detection heuristic.
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Table 6.9: Likelihood parameters of all architectures.

Param
Arch 1 Arch 2 Arch 3 Arch 3
Lidar Camera Lidar Camera

Frequency (Hz) 10 7.5 10 7.5
Typical # measurements 30 10 30 10
λN (#/second) 0.25 1e-6 0.25 1e-6
λFA (#/frame) 0.25 1e-6 0.25 1e-6
Validation gate (σ’s) 3.0 4.5 3.0 4.5
PD (free) 0.95 0.85 0.95 0.85
PD (occluded) 1e-4 0.01 1e-4 0.01
λχ (seconds) 2.485 3.107 2.485 2.485
K-best 3 5 3 3
N-back 3 5 3 3
Prune Ratio 5e-3 1e-5 5e-3 5e-3
Expansion Prune 1e-2 1e-8 1e-2 1e-2

Param
Arch 4 Arch 4 Arch 5 Arch 5
Lidar Camera Lidar Joint

Frequency (Hz) 10 7.5 10 7.5
Typical # measurements 30 6 30 10
λN (#/second) 0.25 1e-6 0.25 0.25
λFA (#/frame) 0.25 1e-7 0.25 0.125
Validation gate (σ’s) 3.0 4.5 3.0 4.5
PD (free) 0.95 0.765 0.95 0.9925
PD (occluded) 1e-4 0.01 1e-4 1e-4
λχ (seconds) 2.485 2.485 2.485 2.485
K-best 5 5 4 4
N-back 2 2 2 2
Prune Ratio 5e-3 5e-3 5e-3 5e-3
Expansion Prune 1e-2 1e-2 1e-2 1e-2

6.3 Summary

A summary of the likelihood parameters of all architectures is provided in Table

6.9.
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CHAPTER 7

EMPIRICAL EVALUATIONS

7.1 Experiment Hardware and Procedures

The same kind of robot and sensor suite was used in each live experiment. All

experiments except A-IV and A-VI had two robots participating: one robot sta-

tionary, and a different robot doing wide pans and short driving segments. A-IV

and A-VI were repeated once each to capture both behaviors using a single robot.

The robots used are custom research units built and maintained by the gradu-

ate and undergraduate students at the Cornell Autonomous Systems Laboratory.

Currently there are 8 such platforms. The robots are referred to internally by

frame color (e.g. Sky Blue, Black, Silver). The fleet is shown in Figure 7.1.

The platforms are Segway RMP50 and RMP50XL differential drive platforms.

They are similar in size and components to the popular Segway vehicles. The self-

balancing control and sensing components are absent in place of a caster wheel,

allowing for modifications to the frame and weight without having to re-tune the

motion control (as well as extending motor battery life). Total range is undeter-

mined, but is well beyond 1.5 km. The motors are controlled and wheel odometry

is received, via CAN, at 100 Hz.

The Segway robots are equipped with a Microstrain inertial measurement unit,

incorporating a 3-axis accelerometer and 3-axis rate gyro. It provides updates at

50 Hz over serial connection.

All robots are equipped with a Septentrio GPS unit with a high-gain antenna.
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Figure 7.1: Cornell ASL’s Segway Robots.

It provides over geospatial data at 5 Hz over serial.

The robots each have either a Sick LMS291 or Sick LMS511 Lite 2D lidar

sensor, both of which are positioned roughly knee height. The LMS291 has a 180◦

field of view at 0.5◦ resolution, and the LMS511 Lite 190◦ at 0.5◦ resolution. They

provide data at 50 Hz over Ethernet, but due to the sensor integration at the time

of the experiments, packets were spuriously skipped, resulting in a typical average

rate of 35 Hz.

The robots also have three Firefly cameras mounted in panorama configuration

(some are prototyped in stereo configuration). These are color cameras with 0.3

MP resolution, with a native frame rate of 30 Hz. Due to hardware configuration

limitations of the robot computer, this is restricted to 10 Hz.

Interfacing with all the sensors, with the exception of the cameras, is a Beagle-

bone Black (BBB) single board computer. It is running an ARM distribution of
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Figure 7.2: Sick LMS511 Lite 2-D lidar sensor. (Image source)

Figure 7.3: Firefly Camera. (Image source)

Debian with a special real-time kernel. It interfaces with each sensor, assigning a

timestamp and relaying the data via Ethernet to the robot computer.

On board is a small form factor “car-puter”, connected to the BBB via Eth-

ernet. It has an i7 processor and runs Windows 7. This is where experiment

Figure 7.4: Beaglebone Black single board computer. (Image source)
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programs run - pose estimation, motion control, mapping, SLAM, tracking, task

planning, sensor logging, etc. The robots were driven by wireless game pad for the

experiment.

7.1.1 Experiment Procedures

The experiments and routine were planned in advance. The desired data were

divided into series, with 3-5 sessions each. Each series was examining one or many

particular tracking concepts - detection range, high environmental clutter, track

occlusion, pedestrians in proximity, complex dynamics, or high pedestrian count.

Within each series, a set of sessions were determined. Each session represented

a particular variation of planned pedestrian motion to be continuously tracked,

ranging in duration from 1 to 5 minutes. Within each session is prescribed repeated

pedestrian behaviors, e.g. in Session A-I, two pedestrians walked at a steady gate

between two waypoints. In general the motion was defined to the participants as

traversing between marked waypoints, with some kind of behavior along the way

- interacting with a partner, performing an unusual gait, avoiding collision, etc.

For each session, the walking participants were briefed with the desired behavior

and assigned a particular GT-31 handheld GPS recording device. The participant’s

names and GT-31 ID were logged by hand. The robots were arranged in their

starting position and the data collection was started (or verified as continuing from

the previous session). The participants were directed to their starting waypoints,

bringing their personal GT-31 and placing it on the ground. After waiting 30

seconds, the experiment director (the author) asked the participants to pick up

their GPS units and begin the session. At the same time, the robot handler

with the designated moving robot would begin the moving behavior. Once each
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walking participant had completed the desired number of trials, or sufficient time

had elapsed, the participant would place their GT-31 on the ground once more.

The timing of each trial was dictated by the participants themselves, observing

that the other participants had returned to their waypoints before starting then

next trial. The UTC start time and end time of the session, according to an

additional GT-31, was logged by hand. The data collection was verified on each

robot, and this would conclude the gathering for each session.

7.1.2 Data Products

The data required for pose estimation and time synchronization: GPS, IMU, odom-

etry, and control commands, were saved to file, referred to internally as a UDP

log. Likewise, the data for tracking: lidar scans and camera panorama images were

saved in the same format. The format is a file with serialized UDP packets, which

can be played back to reproduce the output from the BBB and from the camera

server. The files were left recording as long as possible, so certain files had multiple

sessions. The uncompressed image data makes these files quite large.

Each participant pedestrian carried a GT-31 handheld tracker in hand. This

logged GPS location at 1 Hz to SD card.

Each participant was assigned to a start and end waypoint for each session,

and their names and chosen GT-31 recorded by hand. Using a GT-31 reference,

the start and end time of each run according to UTC was recorded. Additionally,

the local time was recorded. Since one set of sessions was gathered on 10/21/14,

and another on 11/2/14, the former was under EDT and the latter under EST.

At each location, a video camera was mounted on a tripod viewing the experi-
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Figure 7.5: GT-31 handheld GPS logger. (Image source)

ment area, as an additional experiment log.

7.1.3 Post-Processing

The UDP logs from the robots contained raw image data, rather than visual de-

tections. The visual detection routine was run against the UDP log as each was

played back at real-time, verified in the playback code as the rate at which the

sensor timestamps advance relative to the data processing computer’s RTC. The

results of the visual detection, timestamped bounding boxes, were recorded in a sec-

ondary log file (”byte array log”) in addition to the other robot sensor data without

modification. The byte array logs compress much better and allow programmatic

playback in the DEASL framework, much expediting the track evaluation later. A

notion of each participant’s true state is needed for this evaluation.

The state of the robots from the experiment was estimated based on an es-

tablished pose estimator from the DEASL framework. It is a sigma point filter

that estimates rate gyro bias online (though the scale of such bias drift is very

small over the duration of a single session). The utilized sensor inputs are GPS,
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odometry, and IMU. The pose was initialized based on placing the robots at rest

in pre-set locations and orientation for each session. The starting location was the

same within each series.

The GT-31 units that the participants held were shown not to be reliable

enough to use as truth measure on their own, even with full batch estimation of

their trajectories. The participants were directed to hold on to or put the GT-31

units in their pocket while performing the behavior in each session, which signifi-

cantly degraded the GPS reception, leading to measurement error higher than the

scale of the path lengths in most sessions. This high error among the GPS units

cannot be attributed to common bias, either, as the smoothed trajectories did not

even reflect the spatial ordering of the participants. Finally, the measurement rate

of the GT-31 units (1 Hz) was low enough to significantly hinder recovery of cer-

tain high-frequency behaviors of the participants; in particular, the point at which

the participant would reach a waypoint and turn around would be ambiguous.

Additionally, in session A-V (investigating odd/unexpected gaits), one participant

was tasked with walking three steps, coming to a stop, pausing, and continuing;

the measurements and smoothed data for this participant were indistinguishable

from a hypothetical pedestrian walking at a slower but consistent gait. Given that

the trackers operate at a rate an order of magnitude higher (10 Hz), this data is

insufficient as a basis for truth state for that particular behavior. The GT-31 data

of the other unusual gaits in A-V had similar shortcomings.

The participants’ true positions were instead extracted from the lidar data of

the stationary robot in each session (save for A-IVb and A-VIb, in which there is

only one robot, and it is in motion). This was accomplished by hand; the author

and some very gracious volunteers inspected every session’s lidar data from the sta-
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tionary robot and marked roughly every 3rd lidar frame with the unique lidar clus-

ter of each participant. Care was taken to mark only the lidar clusters which were

strictly unambiguous, i.e. none with under-segmentation or over-segmentation of

the pedestrian’s leg pair. The extracted position of these marked clusters was the

same measurement as extracted by the lidar tracker, the X and Y mean of the two

extreme bearing lidar points. During evaluation, the tracker results are compared

with a linear interpolation of these true positions according to the filter timestamp

vs. the truth labeled timestamps. Interpolation is necessary since the trackers

temporally sub-sample lidar data and are not guaranteed to incorporate the same

particular lidar scans as were hand-labeled. Likewise, the visual detection runs at

it’s own rate independent of the lidar sensor. Based on this truth data, the trackers

on the stationary robot can be benchmarked relative to a careful human-selected

data association sequence; and the moving robot data can be correlated with the

stationary truth data based on the extracted robot poses and timestamp offset

from the common UTC clock.

No data has been released publicly or to lab members beyond the author. As

such, no anonymizing steps were taken on the raw data (such as blurring faces or

removing audio). Relevant experimental figures in this thesis and further publica-

tion are anonymized.

7.2 Detection Range and Clutter Effects

Two experiment series are presented: the H series, and the M series. (The signif-

icance of “H” and “M” is not relevant to the discussion, it refers to first earliest

pedestrian waypoint path in the series).
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Figure 7.6: Series H experiments layout. Waypoint distances are provided in feet
and inches. RA and RB and robot locations; H0, H1, J0, and J1 are pedestrian
waypoints. See Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1: Experiment series H script. See Figure 7.6 for waypoint locations.
Session Trials Duration (s) Description
H-I 3 120 Isolation of behavior of finite detection

range. A single pedestrian approaches the
robots head-on. Moving robot pans back
and forth.

Participant 1: L0-L1
H-II 3 120 A single pedestrian crosses the field of view

of the robots four times at a close distance
to stationary robot.

Participant 1: H0-H1
H-III 3 105 A single pedestrian crosses the field of view

of the robots four times at a further distance
to stationary robot.

Participant 1: J0-J1

Table 7.2: Experiment Series M script. See Figure 7.7 for waypoint locations.
Session Trials Duration (s) Description
M-I 4 70 Isolation of the environment making detec-

tion harder (lidar segmentation, visual de-
tection). Using leafy foliage (e.g. the willow
by the arts quad) to challenge the detection.
Easiest variant, most separation from the
foliage. Moving robot pans back and forth.

Participant 1: N0-N1
M-II 4 80 Similar behavior to M-I, less separation

from the foliage.
Participant 1: N3-N2
M-III 4 75 Similar behavior to M-II, pedestrian “ap-

pears” and “disappears” into the foliage.
Participant 1: N4-N3
M-IV 4 75 Pedestrian “appears” and “disappears” into

the foliage, but moves head-on to the robot
instead of transverse.

Participant 1: M1-M0

The H series experiments include 3 sessions: H-I, H-II, and H-III. These are a

study of a single pedestrian entering and leaving the detection range of the sensors.

A summary of the participant directions and path is given in Figure 7.6 and Table

7.1.
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Figure 7.7: Series M experiments layout. Waypoint distances are provided in
feet and inches. RA and RB and robot locations; other labels refer to pedestrian
waypoints. See Table 7.2.

The M series experiments include 4 sessions: M-I, M-II, M-III, and M-IV.

These are a study of a high lidar clutter situation - a single pedestrian moves in

proximity to moving vegetation, in this case a large willow tree and some shrubbery.

A summary of the participant directions and path is given in Figure 7.7 and Table

7.2.

7.2.1 Results

The results of each session are given in three formats: an OSPA time series &

components, precision-recall scatter plots, and time series missed detections (MDs)
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Figure 7.8: H series experiments OSPA summary.

and false alarms (FAs) in some different forms. For the OSPA plots, the track-

to-truth metric is the Mahalanobis distance of the XY portion of the track’s state

estimate to the true position; the parameters are c = 2σ and p = 1. Colors for

each architecture are consistent across all plots.

H Series Experiments

The overall OSPA performance of the architectures for all sessions in the H-series

experiments is shown in Figure 7.8. The benefit of using the lidar sensor to fuse in

addition to the camera is evident in the lower metric component of OSPA in Ar-

chitectures 3, 4, and 5 relative to Architecture 2. Overall, the camera-only variant,

Architecture 2, had a lower recall than the other architectures, due mostly to the

shorter detection range; as it would not create many false tracks, the metric com-

ponent is lower than the other architectures. Architecture 1, lidar-only tracking,

has better OSPA and also metric OSPA component than the other architectures,

suggesting that the camera measurements contributed little to the metric tracking

information.
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H-I

Participants: 1

Isolation of behavior of finite detection range. A single pedestrian approaches the

robots head-on.
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Figure 7.9: Experiment HI Results: OSPA
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Worst Case
1: Lidar Only
2: Camera Only
3: Lidar+Camera, Independent
4: Lidar+Camera in Lidar ROIs
5: Lidar+Joint Lidar/Camera
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Figure 7.10: Experiment HI Results: Integrated Missed Detections and False
Alarms. A flat slope on either graph implies that no missed detections/false alarms
are occurring on that time window.
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Figure 7.11: Experiment HI Results: Detections and False Alarms. The time
series data are offset by a small constant amount to make comparison between
architectures more legible.
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Figure 7.12: A video frame from the H-I experiment session.

In this session, the camera array was subject to a high amount of glare, harming

the visual detection; see Figure 7.12 for an example video frame. As a result, the

visual detection almost never triggered on the participant in the panorama in this

session. The recall and precision is correspondingly 0 for Architecture 2 in this ses-

sion. This left the lidar sensor as the dominating sensor modality in this session;

since the architectures use (approximately) the same data, the metric accuracy

component is very similar when Architectures 1, 3, 4, and 5 are all tracking the

person. The three trials within the session, i.e. the amount of repeated times the

participant walked the set path, are evident in the three true detection sequences

roughly 5-30sec, 50-70sec, and 80-105sec. Similarly, Architectures 1/3/4/5 also

had the same false alarm behavior over the experiment. Interestingly, Architec-

ture 4 failed to detect the pedestrian on the third trial of the session; this is due

to the consistent failure of the camera to detect the pedestrians, and the MHT

pruning being so shallow that the evidence from the lidar did not have enough

time to accumulate to maintain that variant of hypotheses. This is in contrast

to Architecture 5, which is also shallow in it’s MHT pruning, in that for every

frame of visual detections, a corresponding lidar scan is also available in the same

timestep. The effect of this is that there were no timesteps where the measurement

set was “empty” as it was in the visual detection sets in Architecture 2, 3 and 4.
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H-II

Participants: 1

Isolation of behavior of finite detection range. A single pedestrian crosses the field

of view of the robots four times at a close distance to stationary robot.
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Figure 7.13: Experiment HII Results: OSPA
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Worst Case
1: Lidar Only
2: Camera Only
3: Lidar+Camera, Independent
4: Lidar+Camera in Lidar ROIs
5: Lidar+Joint Lidar/Camera
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Figure 7.14: Experiment HII Results: Integrated Missed Detections and False
Alarms. A flat slope on either graph implies that no missed detections/false alarms
are occurring on that time window.
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Figure 7.15: Experiment HII Results: Detections and False Alarms. The time
series data are offset by a small constant amount to make comparison between
architectures more legible.
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In this session, the pedestrian traversed the whole camera frame, and the was

able to detect them when not in the parts of the frame with glare. The recall of the

visual detection is still lower than the rate that the lidar sensor produces clusters.

Similar to H-I, the performance of Architecture 1/3/4/5 is very similar, suggesting

that again the contribution of the camera to the overall tracking performance is

limited.

A few interesting downward spikes in OSPA for Architecture 2 can be seen at

roughly 27sec, 35sec, 55sec, and 65sec. These occur when the Architecture 2 is

“correct” both in the metric state error sense and cardinality sense; at these times,

Architecture 2 has one track and it is centered around the true pedestrian. The

other architectures tend to have at least one false alarm at the same time, and

this consistent cardinality error raises the OSPA score correspondingly. Of course,

during 80-100sec, Architectures 1/3/4/5 are “correct” in the same manner as Ar-

chitecture 2 is “correct” in those temporary spikes. Regardless, this session shows

that despite the generally lower performance of the purely visual architecture, it

is not entirely dominated by the other architectures that incorporate lidar.
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H-III

Participants: 1

Isolation of behavior of finite detection range. A single pedestrian crosses the field

of view of the robots four times at a further distance to the stationary robot.
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Figure 7.16: Experiment HIII Results: OSPA
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Figure 7.17: Experiment HIII Results: Integrated Missed Detections and False
Alarms. A flat slope on either graph implies that no missed detections/false alarms
are occurring on that time window.
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Figure 7.18: Experiment HIII Results: Detections and False Alarms. The time
series data are offset by a small constant amount to make comparison between
architectures more legible.
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Figure 7.19: M series experiments OSPA summary.

In this session, the glare again impacted the visual detection; not quite as

strongly as in H-I, but present nonetheless. The addition of the visual detection

with the lidar detection again improves the cardinality errors to the detriment of

the metric error, though the overall affect on the OSPA score is limited. Architec-

tures 1/3/4/5 show similar behavior in terms of detections and false alarms over

time. One particular difference in this session when compared to H-II is that ini-

tially, Architectures 1 and 4 have a false alarm that Architectures 3 and 5 do not.

This is a (non)detection of the moving robot in the experiment, and is eventually

picked up by 3/5 as well.

M Series Experiments

The motivation for this experiment series was to examine the effects of a particular

edge case where the lidar clustering is “difficult” - with lots of moving vegetation

in the background. Additionally, the participating pedestrian walks in such a

way that under-segmentation is likely, i.e. their leg pair can get absorbed into a

background segment. A key question is: does the visual detection provide a way

to suppress these false alarms, and maintain the pedestrian tracks, even when the
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Figure 7.20: A panorama frame from the M series experiments.

leg clusters are less stable?

The overall tracking performance of the architectures in this series is sum-

marized in Figure 7.19. As fitting the setup, the amount of cardinality error is

high in the lidar-only architecture, low in the camera-only architecture, and some

mixture in-between for Architectures 3/4/5. Interestingly, on average, the metric

error OSPA component is better for Architecture 5 than the metric error compo-

nent of the others. This can be attributed to the fact that Architecture 5 has the

highest recall in all cases, and correspondingly is able to fuse longer sequences of

measurements for the tracked participant.

Unfortunately, the “union of measurements” policy for Architecture 5’s cluster-

bounding box association cause it to accept a higher amount of environmental

clutter, and thus the precision is lower relative to the other architectures in this

series. These false measurements tended to be of the bushes in the right in the

panorama in Figure 7.20. There are many clusters in a narrow bearing range in

that area, and when the pedestrian walks in front of these clusters while being

detected by the camera, the tracker can associate the bush clusters to the visual

detection window. The tracker erroneously “believes” these clusters, despite their

higher instability, keeping the tracks around whereas Architectures 1/3/4 discard

them instead.
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M-I

Participants: 1

Isolation of the environment making detection harder (lidar segmentation, visual

detection). Using leafy foliage (e.g. the willow by the arts quad) to challenge the

detection. This is the easiest variant of the series, with the most separation from

the foliage.
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Figure 7.21: Experiment MI Results: OSPA
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Figure 7.22: Experiment MI Results: Integrated Missed Detections and False
Alarms. A flat slope on either graph implies that no missed detections/false alarms
are occurring on that time window.
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Figure 7.23: Experiment MI Results: Detections and False Alarms. The time
series data are offset by a small constant amount to make comparison between
architectures more legible.
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This experiment session follows the general trend of the series - the lidar-only

architecture has many false alarms, and the influence of the camera drives the

amount of these FAs down in Architecture 3 and 4, but not Architecture 5. The

four trials within the session are readily visible in the four segments of OSPA

performance: roughly, 5-20sec, 27-35sec, 38-50sec, and 58-68sec. Because of the

lower amount of false alarm measurements from the camera, there are “spikes” in

the OSPA series, similar in nature to H-II. When detecting the participant, the

lidar measurements drive the metric error low. (The flat portions of the metric

OSPA component correspond with times when the tracker would not detect the

participant). Architecture 5 maintains track of the participant the longest of all

the architectures, at the expense of the higher number of false tracks; Architecture

2 is the most precise in its tracks correctly tracking the true person; Architecture 4

offers the overall best OSPA at a place between the two in metric error/cardinality

error performance. Architecture 4 offers an interesting trade-off at fewer false

alarms in the left of the panorama scene (as excluded due to the lidar clusters

being too far away), but loses some of the recall performance that 5 possesses.
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M-II

Participants: 1

Isolation of the environment making detection harder (lidar segmentation, visual

detection). Using leafy foliage (e.g. the willow by the arts quad) to challenge the

detection. This session is a harder variant than M-I, with less separation from the

foliage.
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Figure 7.24: Experiment MII Results: OSPA
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Figure 7.25: Experiment MII Results: Integrated Missed Detections and False
Alarms. A flat slope on either graph implies that no missed detections/false alarms
are occurring on that time window.
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Figure 7.26: Experiment MII Results: Detections and False Alarms. The time
series data are offset by a small constant amount to make comparison between
architectures more legible.
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This session setup is similar to M-I, but with a higher risk of under-

segmentation of the lidar scans. The average OSPA performance is very similar to

that in M-I. Architecture 5 again has a higher amount of false tracks. Across the

board, precision remained similar, but recall is lower. A performance ranking is

difficult to declare due to the shifting of relative performance over the experiment

session.
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M-III

Participants: 1

Isolation of the environment making detection harder (lidar segmentation, visual

detection). Using leafy foliage (e.g. the willow by the arts quad) to challenge

the detection. This is the hardest variant of the H series, wherein the pedestrian

“appears” and “disappears” into the foliage.
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Figure 7.27: Experiment MIII Results: OSPA
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Figure 7.28: Experiment MIII Results: Integrated Missed Detections and False
Alarms. A flat slope on either graph implies that no missed detections/false alarms
are occurring on that time window.
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Figure 7.29: Experiment MIII Results: Detections and False Alarms. The time
series data are offset by a small constant amount to make comparison between
architectures more legible.
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In this experiment session, the participating pedestrian closely followed the

willow tree until they were in the middle of the camera panorama, and then walked

behind the tree leaves to reach the waypoint. Upon returning to their original

waypoint following the path in reverse, the participant repeated the behavior to

fulfill the scripted four trials in the session. In this specially constructed edge

case, the measurement functionality from both the visual and lidar sensors is lost.

Correspondingly, the OSPA score is meaningful only in the first 10sec or so, and

then the track of the participant is lost; positive measurements of the participant

in the 2nd-4th trial are erroneously associated with false tracks created by the

clutter measurements of the willow. The relative OSPA ranking in this session

reflects only the varying severity by which the architectures create false tracks

in this environment. It should be noted that Architectures 3, 4, 5, and 2 are

able to initialize the pedestrian track from the very beginning due to the visual

detection, whereas Architecture 1, relying on the lidar motion detection, cannot.

In general, when a person enters the scene the architectures with visual detection

are able to initialize the pedestrian track and begin accumulating measurements

immediately, in contrast to Architecture 1, which has the additional delay of the

motion detection added before the top MHT hypothesis “believes” that the newly

appeared object is truly a person.
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M-IV

Participants: 1

Isolation of the environment making detection harder (lidar segmentation, visual

detection). Using leafy foliage (e.g. the willow by the arts quad) to challenge the

detection. The participant pedestrian “appears” and “disappears” into the foliage,

but moves head-on to the robot instead of transverse across the field of view.
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Figure 7.30: Experiment MIV Results: OSPA
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Figure 7.31: Experiment MIV Results: Integrated Missed Detections and False
Alarms. A flat slope on either graph implies that no missed detections/false alarms
are occurring on that time window.
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Figure 7.32: Experiment MIV Results: Detections and False Alarms. The time
series data are offset by a small constant amount to make comparison between
architectures more legible.
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This experiment session was constructed as another special edge case of detec-

tion. Entering and leaving scene, near the willow tree, and straight on to the sta-

tionary robot, the participant pedestrian spends more time detectable with further

separation from the clutter-prone foliage than in M-III. The false alarms/recall/-

metric error trends in this series are maintained in this session. The performance

data of the architectures in this session underscore the difficulty of tracking pedes-

trians in close proximity to high-clutter environmental areas.

7.2.2 Summary

The H and M series experiments were constructed to evaluate the differing detec-

tion ranges and clutter effects on the tracking performance of each architecture.

The longer detection range of the lidar scans proved beneficial for acquiring and

maintaining tracks of pedestrians. However, the motion heuristic had the draw-

backs of requiring the pedestrians to move to initialize tracks, and was thwarted

by moving vegetation and pedestrians walking in close proximity to unstable lidar

clusters.

Degradation of the visual detection via glare was problematic in both series of

experiments. When both sensors were engaged, the performance of Architectures

3, 4, and 5 were similar; but when lidar clutter became involved, the tracker

performance suffered in both precision and recall.

The higher range of the lidar motion detection vs. the visual detection (25m

vs. 10m) allowed Architectures 1, 3, 4, and 5 to initialize tracks at further range,

but at the drawbacks of high susceptibility to environmental clutter and the time

delay to the motion detection. If a pedestrian does not linger long enough for the
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lidar motion detection to trigger, this additional range is of little help.

The visual detection, though at reduced detection range, was able to detect

pedestrians immediately and even if they were stationary. When combined with

the pre-processing steps of Architectures 4 and 5, this led to huge improvements

in recall over the other architectures. The difference in pre-processing is also

evident - the false alarms from the lidar were suppressed by the camera as in

Architecture 4 in relation to Architecture 1, whereas the false alarms from vision

were a hindrance for Architecture 5, magnified by the false tracks being associated

to stable environmental lidar clutter.

The benefit of combining both sensing modalities only played role for tracks

in range of view of both sensors - the camera could not suppress false tracks out

of its detection range, which were being assigned lidar clusters (the bushes on the

right side in Series M). This suggests that further track confirmation rules could be

beneficial - perhaps based on update history from both sensors, or perhaps other

theories of evidence - before providing the track to the greater perception routine.

7.3 Pedestrian Interaction and Occlusion

The A series of experiments includes 4 sessions: A-I, A-II, A-IV, A-V. These are

a study of a higher number of pedestrians in view at once, and of the effects of

occlusion. A summary of the participants’ directions and paths is given in Figure

7.33 and Table 7.3.
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Figure 7.33: Series A experiments layout. Waypoint distances are provided in
feet and inches. RA and RB and robot locations; other labels refer to pedestrian
waypoints. See Table 7.1.
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Table 7.3: Experiment Series A script. See Figure 7.33 for waypoint locations.
Session Trials Duration (s) Description
A-I 5 85 Two people cross parallel paths across the

field of view of the robots. Moving robot
drives a long ”D” shape.

Participant 1: A0-A1; Participant 2: B1-B0
A-II 5 70 Two people cross parallel paths across the

field of view of the robots, but “meet
and greet” (e.g. high-five, handshake, fist
bump) halfway and return to their original
waypoints.

Participant 1: A0-A0/A1 midpoint; Participant 2: B1-B0/B1 midpoint
A-IVa 5 135 Four people in pairs cross parallel paths

across the field of view of the robots. Each
pair keeps a similar pace to their partner.
One robot is stationary, the other had crit-
ical equipment failure.

Participant 1: A0-A1; Participant 2: B1-B0; Participant 3: C0-C1;
Participant 4: D1-D0
A-V 5 80 Four people in pairs cross parallel paths

across the field of view of the robots. The
outer pedestrians go all the way across; the
inner pedestrians instead “meet and greet”
and then return to their original waypoint.
In effect, the inner pedestrians swap their
“buddy” every trial.

Participant 1: A0-A1/A0 midpoint; Participant 2: B1-B0/B1 mid-
point; Participant 3: C0-C1; Participant 4: D1-D0

7.3.1 Results

The results of each session are given in three formats: an OSPA time series &

components, precision-recall scatter plots, and time series missed detections (MDs)

and false alarms (FAs) in some different forms. For the OSPA plots, the track-

to-truth metric is the Mahalanobis distance of the XY portion of the track’s state

estimate to the true position; the parameters are c = 2σ and p = 1. Colors for

each architecture are consistent across all plots.
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Figure 7.34: A series experiments summary.

A Series Experiments

The mean OSPA performance for each architecture across all timesteps in the A

series experiments is shown in Figure 7.34. According to this summary, Architec-

ture 1 performs better than the other architectures on average. Architecture 2 is

the worst in terms of metric error and cardinality error. On average, Architectures

3, 4, and 5 perform comparably to each other, and slightly worse than Architecture

1. The individual sessions are examined in the sequel.
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A-I

Participants: 2

Two people cross parallel paths across the field of view of the robots.
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Figure 7.35: Experiment AI Results: OSPA
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Figure 7.36: Experiment AI Results: Integrated Missed Detections and False
Alarms. A flat slope on either graph implies that no missed detections/false alarms
are occurring on that time window.
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Figure 7.37: Experiment AI Results: Detections and False Alarms. The time
series data are offset by a small constant amount to make comparison between
architectures more legible.
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Figure 7.38: An example panorama video frame from the A-I experiment session.
A persistent false visual detection is shown in the center image.

A very simple MTT scenario is constructed in A-I. Two participant pedestrians

walk straight paths in front of the stationary robot, one temporarily occluding the

other. No other objects are particularly close to the pedestrians, so there is low

risk of persistent clutter. There is a persistent visual false alarm that occurs in the

background in the middle of the image panorama. Additionally, the right camera

image is subject to a lot of glare; see Figure 7.38.

In the data set from this session (but no others), there is a temporary camera

dropout that persists from roughly 30-50sec. The architectures that use camera

data still fuse lidar scans/perform propagation steps as usual while this occurs.

In this session, Architectures 1, 3, 4, and 5 are very close in OSPA performance.

Architectures 2 and 3 both fuse the camera measurements independently, and have

similar false alarm behavior due to the persistent false visual detection in the center

frame. All architectures except for Architecture 2 tend to maintain track of both

participants over the whole experiment. The visual detections don’t work well

when the participants walk into the field of view of the right camera; Architecture

2 loses track of both participants when they enter this area and turn around.
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A-II

Participants: 2

Two people cross parallel paths across the field of view of the robots, but “meet

and greet” halfway and return to their original waypoints.
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Figure 7.39: Experiment AII Results: OSPA
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Figure 7.40: Experiment AII Results: Integrated Missed Detections and False
Alarms. A flat slope on either graph implies that no missed detections/false alarms
are occurring on that time window.
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Figure 7.41: Experiment AII Results: Detections and False Alarms. The time
series data are offset by a small constant amount to make comparison between
architectures more legible.
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Figure 7.42: An example panorama video frame from the A-II experiment session.
A persistent false visual detection is shown in the right image.

This session resembles A-I, with the key difference that the pedestrians return to

where they came from after meeting, rather than crossing to the opposite waypoint.

The video stream in this session is cleaner and free of high intensity glare; an

example video frame is shown in Figure 7.42.

The performance of all architectures is similar with the exception that there is

a false track created by the lidar cluster of the nearby moving robot. The moving

robot does not enter the field of view of the visual panorama, so the false tracks in

Architecture 2 are due to environmental clutter. This additional false alarm raises

the cardinality component of the OSPA score for Architectures 1, 3, 4, and 5.

With the cleaner video stream, the pure visual tracking architecture has improved

metric error and recall relative to that in session A-I, though again the metric

error component of Architecture 2 is higher than that of the other architectures.

Architecture 3 again has a similar false alarm trend to Architecture 2; it is evident

that the pre-processing steps of Architecture 4 and 5 are beneficial in that they

exclude/down-weight visual detections that do not ”agree” with the lidar scan at

the time; this is especially powerful in excluding the temporarily high amount of

false alarms that show up from the visual detection around 30s. The precision and

recall of Architecture 2 is in the neighborhood of that of Architectures 1/3/4/5,

though the stability of lidar detections cause Architectures 1/3/4/5 to dominate
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Architecture 2 in that regard.
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A-IV

Participants: 4

Four people in pairs cross parallel paths across the field of view of the robots. Each

pair keeps a similar pace to their partner.
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Figure 7.43: Experiment AIVa Results: OSPA
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Figure 7.44: Experiment AIVa Results: Integrated Missed Detections and False
Alarms. A flat slope on either graph implies that no missed detections/false alarms
are occurring on that time window.
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Figure 7.45: Experiment AIVa Results: Detections and False Alarms. The time
series data are offset by a small constant amount to make comparison between
architectures more legible.
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In this experiment session, two participants cross paths in a similar manner

to session A-I, but each has a partner located to their side (behind the partici-

pant from the robot’s point of view). This is a simplified scenario of a common

phenomenon among moving pedestrians: walking with a friend. Occasionally the

partner participants are visible as lidar clusters, and rarely does the vision detect

the partner participants from partial occlusion. Key question: Can the different

architectures intuit the presence of the occluded partner participants?

Comparison with the session A-II results shows that the metric error OSPA

component behavior is generally similar in this session. The general average OSPA

behavior becomes less differentiated amongst the architectures in this session; the

influence of the occluded partners is similarly addressed by the different architec-

tures in this session. In particular, the trends in the integrated missed detections

over time are very similar for Architectures 1, 3, 4, and 5, with Architecture 2

slightly higher. The integrated false alarm trends follow the similar two-group

separation of A-I and A-II, with Architectures 1,4, and 5 in one group, and Archi-

tectures 2 and 3 in another (worse) group.

The true detection sequence illustrates the reduction in recall to session A-

I and A-II: on average, the architectures do not perceive both occluded partners.

Architecture 5 does a better job at this than the other architectures, perceiving one

partner (but not both) sporadically throughout the session run-time. Architectures

1, 2, 3, and 4 similarly only track one occluded partner at rare instances. At the

start of the experiment, all four participants are tracked by Architectures 2, 3,

4, and 5, because the visual detection detects all four participants in the very

beginning; however, this tracking completeness is lost as the participants begin to

move. This is evident as a 40 − 50% reduction in recall from session A-II. It is
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possible that all four participants might be recovered in a batch solution, or with

much more generous MHT pruning; this would also be a scenario where fusing

negative information would be very beneficial ( [90]).
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A-V

Participants: 4

Four people in pairs cross parallel paths across the field of view of the robots. The

outer pedestrians go all the way across; the inner pedestrians instead “meet and

greet” and then return to their original waypoint. In effect, the inner pedestrians

swap their “buddy” every trial.
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Figure 7.46: Experiment AV Results: OSPA
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Figure 7.47: Experiment AV Results: Integrated Missed Detections and False
Alarms. A flat slope on either graph implies that no missed detections/false alarms
are occurring on that time window.
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Figure 7.48: Experiment AV Results: Detections and False Alarms. The time
series data are offset by a small constant amount to make comparison between
architectures more legible.
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This experiment session is a modification of A-IV. The four participants begin

at the same waypoints as in session A-IV. Similarly to how the two participants in

A-II met halfway and returned to their original waypoints, the two inner partici-

pants in this session perform the same greet-return behavior in each trial. The two

outer pedestrians (the closest and furthest participant from the stationary robot’s

point of view) go all the way across at each trial. Performing these two behaviors in

concert means that the meet-return participants ”swap” their partner participants

each trial. The resulting data set is more complex from a motion perspective than

session A-IV, but the occlusions are more transient so the data association might

actually be easier!

In this session, the architectures involving lidar (1/3/4/5) return to form with

lower average OSPA scores than Architecture 2. Architecture 1 once again out-

performs 3, 4, and 5 in terms of cardinality error, but Architecture 5 has lower

metric error than Architecture 1. The missed detection trends show that Archi-

tecture 2 does not track as many true pedestrians as 3, 4, and 5; Architecture 1

has a delayed initial start as it must rely on the lidar motion detection for the

initial tracks (Architectures 2/3/4/5 initialize earlier, based on visual detections).

This time, however, Architecture 5 shows superior false alarm performance than

the other architectures; when a joint measurement is extracted, the reliability of

that measurement is much higher. The precision and recall tell a different story

about the dominance of Architecture 5, however; per- pedestrian-timestep recall

of Architecture 1 is actually superior to that of all others, but this is normalized

over the tracker duration starting at timestep (roughly) 10s. Regardless, Architec-

tures 1/3/4/5 all show high recall and precision, despite the complicated occlusion

scenario constructed for this experiment session.
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7.3.2 Summary

The series A experiments were constructed to investigate the capability of each

architecture to track multiple pedestrians who might occlude each other. From

the evaluated data, Architecture 1 showed the best overall OSPA performance,

with Architectures 3, 4, and 5 following closely; with minimal environmental lidar

clutter, and very high detection rate in lidar, Architecture 1 had the least amount

of data association complexity, and this showed in the improved performance.

Architecture 2 was competitive when the video stream was amenable to reliable

pedestrian detection. For practical purposes it seems that the additional modeling

complexity of Architecture 4 and 5 is beneficial to exclude visual object detections

that don’t ”agree” with the lidar scan at the time.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

8.1 Closing remarks

In this thesis, a suite of five different tracking algorithms were developed for the

purpose of detecting & tracking nearby pedestrians, using data from 2D lidar and

monocular cameras. These tracking algorithms were evaluated quantitatively in

set of structured experiments which isolate specific tracking and pedestrian phe-

nomena. It was found that generally, lidar measurements are best used leveraging

their strong recall and position information, and complementarily, the visual detec-

tions work best as a high-precision, clutter-averse detection of people. While these

results follow intuition, the experimental evaluations rigorously support them; the

pedestrian-scale autonomous mobile robot can use these approaches with confi-

dence for its human-interacting mission. Key takeaways:

• Lidar provides stronger state information than monocular camera detections,

but with significant drawbacks. It is difficult to exclude non-human lidar

clusters except at close range, and moving vegetation can cause motion-based

detector clutter.

• Visual detection is best used as a method to initialize tracks of pedestri-

ans; though possible to track people by itself, the restricted field of view,

short detection range, and lower operating frequency are large limitations.

As a tool for initialization, however, it provides high precision detections,

increasing the reliability of new tracks, and expanding the capabilities of the

multi-sensor tracker to cases where lidar cannot differentiate human tracks

as readily (medium-range, stationary pedestrians).
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• Suppression of false alarms via multiple sensors is only possible over observa-

tion volumes where multiple sensors are capable of detecting the pedestrians.

Otherwise, false tracks can be maintained erroneously, especially with envi-

ronmental clutter.

• In low lidar clutter environments (typically, large open spaces), lidar clusters

are useful for suppressing visual false alarms based on ROI restriction. Sim-

ilarly, visual detection can increase the recall in high lidar clutter situations;

a reasonable practical step for these environments would be to restrict track

creation to visual detections only.

• Variety in sensor placement is necessary for improvements to occlusion han-

dling. When both sensors have similar observation volumes (within both of

their sensor ranges), missed detections will occur at similar instances, lead-

ing to limited, if any improvement to recall when there are many temporary

occlusions.

8.2 Future work concepts

Many potential optimizations to the data association in this thesis are possible.

One such place of improvement could be the induced sparsity of the ambiguity

matrix when expanding hypotheses - how much would a sparse implementation of

JVC improve the run-time? Similarly, many portions of the MHT algorithm are

parallelizable. Would it be beneficial to the run-time to implement these parts

on a GPGPU? It also stands to reason that because of the frequent occlusions

that occur in pedestrian environments, incorporating negative information updates

and likelihood computation could improve estimator accuracy and consistency, as

described in [90].
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Similarly, would the proposed formulations that are optimal in the minimum

mean OSPA sense, rather than optimal in the maximum a posteriori sense, provide

hypotheses that are more diverse, and still maintain robust data association? Per-

haps when pruning hypotheses, it would make more sense to rank them according

to uniqueness amongst the hypothesis set. How can this uniqueness be determined

in an efficient way? (If the diversity comparison takes a similar amount of time

to computing the K+1th hypothesis, it would make more sense just to add that

additional hypothesis).

The MHT is a very expressive formulation of the DA problem, but this expres-

siveness comes at the expense of tuning effort. Even the highly advanced, (approxi-

mately) fully Bayesian PHD family still relies on an assumed clutter density model.

The work presented in [41] relaxed the assumption of spatially homogeneous clut-

ter and new tracks by learning a gridded representation, but it was a ”supervised”

learning approach that relied on hand-labeling each and every event in the training

set. Is it possible to learn a similar map in an ”unsupervised” manner, avoiding

the task of hand-labeling events? The partial model mismatch tolerance of track-

ing single objects might support the possibility of such an approach. Can data

association and clutter rejection be ”learned” in the same manner that clustering

in the machine learning contexts will find clusters of similar features?

The OSPA metric and its extensions have approached the question of quanti-

fying label errors, but the author believes that further possibilities remain. Could

the consistency of the label of a true pedestrian over the entire experiment be ex-

pressed in a bounded number on [0, 1], which could be used as a measure of track

”quality” in the manner of [103]? The importance of exactly accurate labeling

can also vary - a robot that is simply navigating a crowd of people will care less
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about the individual pedestrian identities than a different robot that is following

it’s operator back to the laboratory will care about keeping the correct label on it’s

tracks. What other ways can we represent the different perception requirements

in a manner that we can evaluate them from a labeled data set?

Mobile robots will assuredly continue to become more prevalent in our daily

lives. As we continue to find new use cases and applications for our mechatronic

friends, it will be critical for our engineers and designers to explore new perception

approaches. The age of autonomous cars and broad application of deep learning is

nigh; one can only speculate as to the amazing capabilities just around the corner

for autonomous systems to operate in human society. What will the future hold

for man & machine?
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